
ABSTRACT 

 

LAYMAN, LUCAS MICHAEL. Information Needs of Developers for Program 
Comprehension during Software Maintenance Tasks. (Under the direction of Laurie A. 
Williams and Robert St. Amant.) 
 

Software engineers undertaking maintenance tasks often work on unfamiliar code, 

requiring developers to search for, relate, and collect information relevant to the maintenance 

task.  The goal of this research is to create theories that describe the nature of information 

sought by developers and how that information is used by developers during two types of 

maintenance tasks: debugging (corrective maintenance) and enhancement (perfective 

maintenance).  To meet this goal, six hypotheses are investigated regarding the navigation 

activities undertaken by developers to identify, relate, and collect information during 

software maintenance tasks.   

These hypotheses were investigated using data from two empirical studies of 18 

developers performing enhancement and debugging tasks on three Java programs.  Video 

recordings were used to annotate user interaction logs to create a history of user activities 

during the maintenance tasks.  These data described the activities developers undertake 

during maintenance tasks, what source code elements the developers examined, and the 

amount of time developers spent performing various activities.  These data were analyzed 

using a combination of statistical and qualitative methods to compare the different methods 

of searching for and collecting information relevant to the software maintenance tasks. 

Analysis of the data showed that the navigation styles used by developers (static 

navigation, normal navigation, and keyword searching) to find information differ 

significantly in the amount of time spent collecting information.  Furthermore, static 



navigation techniques were significantly shorter in duration than keyword search techniques.  

No statistically significant differences were observed in the amount of time developers spent 

collecting information in debugging and enhancement tasks.  During debugging tasks, 

developers focused on information that controlled the state and behavior a particular element.  

During enhancement tasks, developers focused on how a element used other elements, rather 

than how an element is used by other elements.   

The analysis of the code relationships motivated further study of the nature of the 

information gathered by developers in enhancement and debugging tasks.   The information 

read by developers (source code, Java documentation, and web search results) was analyzed 

with respect to the content of the information, how the information was related to the task 

and code elements being investigated, and how the information was used.  This qualitative 

analysis led to the following new theories on software maintenance: 

Theory 1: Developers are less likely to progress toward completing a 

maintenance task when the correct implementation of new code or correct editing 

of existing code requires logical connections and/or evaluations of other code 

elements.   

Theory 2: New code that has been duplicated from another source acts as a self-

reference, thereby requiring developers to make fewer logical evaluations and 

increasing the likelihood the duplicated information will be successfully used in 

completing a task. 

Theory 3: Specific software behavior is often identified through analysis of a 

sequence of events and the control structures that propagate those events through 



the system, whereas a functional concept is often identified through comparisons, 

similarities, and references of existing functionality. 

These theories are new contributions to the field of software maintenance and program 

comprehension theory.  These theories can be further evaluated to help guide the creation of 

tools and strategies for assisting developers in finding relevant information during software 

maintenance tasks.  One such tool, the Mimec Spotlight, has been proposed and evaluated in 

this research.   
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1 Introduction 

Most effort in professional software engineering1 is directed toward software 

maintenance [2, 3, 11], which is “the process of modifying a software system or component 

after delivery to correct faults, improve performance, or other attributes, or to adapt to a 

changed environment” [40].  Software engineers undertaking maintenance tasks often work 

on code written by another developer or code that has not recently been modified, thus 

requiring the developers to both seek out and understand information relevant to the 

maintenance task [33].  An important activity of software maintenance is program 

comprehension: the acquisition of knowledge to understanding the architecture, design, 

and/or behavior of a computer program.  The speed and ease with which developers can 

identify and comprehend relevant information in a software system is influenced by many 

factors, including developer expertise and experience, quality of documentation, traceability 

of code ownership, source code naming conventions, and the design of integrated 

development environment (IDE) tools used by developers [1, 4, 5, 17, 25, 30, 41].   

Assisting developers in the program comprehension activities of searching for, 

relating, and collecting relevant information during a maintenance task remains an important 

challenge in software engineering.  To meet this challenge and to expand upon prior work, 

this research focuses on the programming activities that developers engage in while 

                                                 

1 Software engineering is “the application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the 
development, operation, and maintenance of software; that is, the application of engineering to software” [40].   
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undertaking two particular types of software maintenance task: debugging a fault in the 

system and enhancing the system with new functionality.  Examples of programming 

activities are editing source code, reading source code, reading documentation, navigating 

through source code, executing the system, and performing searches through the source code.  

Debugging maintenance (i.e. corrective maintenance) is formally defined as “maintenance 

performed to correct faults in hardware or software” [40].  Enhancement maintenance (i.e. 

perfective maintenance) is defined as “improvements in software's performance or 

functionality, for example, in response to user suggestions and requests” [12].  Prior research 

has identified specific information needs for debugging tasks, yet no detailed investigation 

has been performed of the information needs for enhancement tasks.   

The goal of this research is to create theories that describe the nature of information 

sought by developers and how that information is used by developers during debugging and 

enhancement maintenance tasks.  To meet this goal, seven specific hypotheses are 

investigated with respect to the navigation activities undertaken by developers to identify, 

relate, and collect information during software maintenance tasks:  

Hypothesis 1: The amount of time developers spend navigating to collect information 

relevant to a maintenance task differs depending on the type of navigation method; 

Hypothesis 2: Navigation periods that leverage static code relationships2 are shorter 

in duration than navigation periods employing keyword searching methods;   

                                                 

2 A static code relationship is a programmatic link between two source code elements where one element calls 
the other (in the case of methods), uses or assigns a variable (in the case of fields, parameters and local 
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Hypothesis 3: Navigation periods that incorporate static code relationships are 

shorter in duration than navigation periods employing normal navigation 

methods;   

Hypothesis 4: There is a difference in the specific type of code relationships followed 

explicitly and implicitly by “fast” navigators” developers vs. “slow” navigators; 

Hypothesis 5: The amount of time spent navigating during a maintenance task is 

dependent on the type of maintenance task: enhancement or debugging; 

Hypothesis 6: The number of file switches during a maintenance task is dependent on 

the type of maintenance task: enhancement or debugging; and 

Hypothesis 7: The specific types of code relationships followed explicitly and 

implicitly during navigation depend on the type of maintenance task: enhancement 

and debugging tasks. 

Furthermore, attributes of the information read, collected and used by developers are 

analyzed to identify systematic differences in the information used in enhancement and 

maintenance tasks.  By understanding the navigation practices and code relationships present 

during success information collection periods, it may be possible to create a tool that brings 

these relationships to the forefront, making them readily available to developers who may be 

unaware of the value of these techniques and relationships.  Making developers aware of 

                                                                                                                                                       

variables), or refers to a type definition (in the case of classes and enumerations).  In this paper, the term static 
also denotes a direct relationship between two elements (A calls B, and are directly related) as opposed to an 
indirect relationship (A calls B, B calls C, A and C are indirectly related).   
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these relationships, and facilitating the exploration of these relationships with minimal 

overhead, may serve as a means to reduce the navigation time spent by all developers.   

Two empirical studies are described in this dissertation.  First, video captures and 

IDE usage logs from ten developers performing a maintenance task were collected to identify 

search patterns and code relationships exploited by developers.  The data from this first study 

is used to investigate Hypotheses 1-4.  Based on the results of this study, an Eclipse plug-in, 

the Mimec Spotlight, was created to assist developers in identifying information related to a 

software maintenance task.  In the second study, video captures and IDE usage logs from 

eight developers performing both debugging and enhancement tasks were analyzed to 

identify differences in the navigation methods and code relationships examined in 

enhancement and debugging tasks.  The data from this second study were used to investigate 

Hypotheses 5-7.  Finally, the source code information, documentation, and web resources 

used by the developers in the second study were analyzed according to information content 

and how the information was applied to identify differences in the nature of information used 

in debugging and enhancement tasks. 

The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Section 2 describes work 

related to program comprehension and tools for assisting in software maintenance tasks; 

Section 3 presents a study of the navigation techniques and code relationships investigated 

during maintenance tasks to identify the traits of fast and successful searches for relevant 

information.  Section 4 describes a tool, the Mimec Spotlight, a tool created to present 

information to help developers in searching for relevant information based on the findings of 
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the study.  Section 5 presents a study comparing the navigation techniques, code 

relationships, and information content used in debugging versus enhancement tasks and 

evaluates the Mimec Spotlight application.  This research is summarized in Section 6. 
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2 Related Work 

Related and motivational work that provides additional context for this research is 

discussed in this chapter. 

2.1 The Psychology of Program Comprehension 

Maintenance tasks may begin in a variety of ways with the developer executing the 

program or running test cases to surface a fault, or finding an extension point in the code 

from which the process of adding functionality begins.  Inevitable, the developer must 

understand how all or some existing classes, functions, and even individual lines of source 

code contribute to the system’s overall functionality.  Brooks’ theory of the comprehension 

of computer programs [4] is representative of the most widely-held beliefs surrounding 

program comprehension and serves as a useful basis for the context of this research.  When 

developers reach a point where they must manipulate source code, Brooks observed that 

developers begin by looking for “beacons” in the code that appear relevant to the 

programming task.  Beacons can take many forms depending on the problem-solving 

strategies of individual developers and their existing knowledge of the system.  Beacons may 

be known methods or classes that implement some relevant functionality, lines of code that 

generate output, or even names of functions or classes that may seem relevant to the 

programmer’s task.  For example, a developer trying to find the cause of a malformed output 

file may take the function “writeLogFile” as a starting beacon due to the connotation of the 

function name.  Upon finding a promising “beacon” that serves as a starting point for further 
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investigation, developers create hypotheses and iteratively refine or discard hypotheses by 

branching out to other relevant information from that starting point.  In the example where 

the developer started with “writeLogFile,” suppose the developer may expand his or her 

search space to include functions calling writeLogFile, or functions that set the data variables 

used by writeLogFile, all in an effort to identify the origin of the fault.  Locations (and 

beacons) are discarded or pursued based on the individual developer’s sense of relevance.  

The theory of program comprehension through iterative hypothesis refinement described by 

Brooks is explicitly or implicitly assumed as the foundation for most studies of programmer 

behavior related to comprehension, e.g. [17, 32].  Brooks theory of program comprehension 

fits into the more general theory of “information foraging” that describes how humans 

allocate time and resources, identify relevant environmental queues, and select and pursue 

information in an environment where the information available adapts over time [26]. 

Brooks’ theory has been refined and explored in detail by a number of researchers.  In 

studies conducted with over 50 student and professional programmers performing coding and 

design tasks, Parsons and Saunders observed that developers exhibit the “anchoring” 

heuristic, wherein an initial estimate of the solution (e.g. a relevant “beacon” in Brooks’ 

terminology) often dominates the final solution regardless of the actual correctness or 

relevance of the initial anchor point to the objectively correct solution [24].  Developers 

scanning source code for word-based beacons or other cues can be confounded by the 

“vocabulary problem,” where two people ascribe different words or combination of words to 

describe the same behavior [9].  Others have observed that novices often explore and 
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understand a program based on its surface features (runtime output, source code naming 

conventions) whereas more experienced programmers investigate deeper structures (control 

flow, data flow) [1, 41] [22, 27].  A developer’s ability to understand a program is also 

influenced by features of the program itself, such as cyclomatic complexity, class coupling, 

and naming conventions [37, 38] .  

These studies provide a high-level overview of the many challenges faced in program 

comprehension tasks.  A final study of particular importance is that of Ko et al., which 

provides a general theory of how software developers search for relevant information in 

maintenance tasks [17].  They studied 31 developers performing various debugging and 

enhancement tasks and found that developers were often mislead by misrepresentative cues 

and spent approximately 35% of their time switching between source files.  Ko et al. also 

found that developers explored static code relationships when finding a “relevant” piece of 

information, but that searching for and collecting information was often hampered by the 

design of the IDE tool that the developers were using.  Ko et al. augmented existing theories 

of program comprehension by observing that the seeking and relating of information are 

separate cognitive activities, and that the collection/accumulation of the relevant information 

in a way that is easily retrievable at a later time is critically important to the efficiency of the 

maintenance task.   

This dissertation expands on the above prior work in several ways.  First, the static 

code relationships underlying developers’ investigation of relevant information are explored.  

Static code relationship information, such as object dependencies or variable declarations, is 
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available through a variety of automated analysis techniques, making it possible for an 

automated system to analyze and present this information to a user.  Second, differences 

between enhancement and debugging tasks are investigated with respect to differences in the 

static code relationships explored, navigation strategies, and information used by developers; 

the majority of prior research has often focused on maintenance and rarely discussed 

enhancement explicitly.  The hypothesis that enhancement and debugging have 

fundamentally different information needs, and that a solution, tool, or theory that is based on 

debugging alone will be insufficient for enhancement tasks, is investigated as part of this 

research. 

2.2 Tools for Cognitive Assistance in Programming 

Many tools exist to facilitate and aid developers in finding relevant information based 

strictly on source code data, including search tools such as Linux’s grep, auto-completion for 

source syntax and element names, and program slicing [42]. Tools based on the cognitive 

needs of developers are a relatively new phenomenon, but have been the subject of numerous 

research programs.  Kersten and Murphy created the Mylyn tool after observing that 

developers often cluster files or program elements (such as methods or variables) together 

cognitively as they work on a task, but that developers spent considerable time searching for 

these relevant elements among irrelevant elements in the IDE [13, 14].  Mylyn is a plug-in 

for the Eclipse IDE that tracks which program elements are relevant to the current task using 

a degree-of-interest (DOI) computation.  When a user interacts with a program element, that 
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elements DOI value is increased, and the DOI value degrades over time if the element is not 

interacted with again.  Kersten and Murphy found that, by exploiting the DOI relationship in 

files and reducing the number of displayed elements that users could browse through, 

developers had a statistically-significantly higher productivity (as measured by the ratio of 

edits to file switches) [14].   

The Feature Exploration and Analysis Tool (FEAT) [28, 29] makes recommendations 

of relevant code based on where the user has visited and edited code in the past and the static 

dependencies between past code elements and other parts of the system.  The tool offers a 

perspective on the source code that is more attuned to the developer’s perspective, essentially 

taking a “beacon” in the source code and performing some of the searching for the user.  

Čubranić et al. expanded on the idea of “group memory” for software systems [39] to create 

Hipikat, a recommender system based on numerous software artifacts, such as source code 

repository logs, email messages between developers, and bug reports [6, 7].  Hipikat analyzes 

transaction logs of bug tracking systems, performs text-similarity analysis, and matches this 

data with file revision histories to recommend source files relevant to a particular task (e.g. 

fixing bug # 22225).  As with FEAT, Hipikat is based on studies of how users think about 

and solve software engineering tasks.  However, such tools are often hampered by a 

shortcoming of recommender systems in general -- that recommendations may be (and often 

are) incorrect and provide numerous false positives.  A recommendation system that 

volunteers unhelpful information may often be ignored [20]. 
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Another particularly relevant tool generated from studies of programmers performing 

maintenance tasks is the Whyline for Java [15, 16].  Ko et al. observed that developers spend 

nearly 35% of their time navigating between source files when performing a maintenance 

task [17].  The constant switching between source files caused developers to lose the context 

of their hypotheses, and the developers frequently revisited files rather than progressing 

sequentially toward a solution.  Ko et al. also observed that developers evaluated questions of 

the form “why is this variable’s value 15 at this point?” or “why is this button not working?”  

Ko et al. created an IDE tool, the Whyline, which allowed developers to more naturally 

answer these “why” and “why not” questions by recording the execution of a program and 

enabling the users to step backward through time to see how variables obtained their values.  

This behavior is analogous to traditional breakpoint use, but works in reverse time.  Ko et al. 

found that novice developers using the Whyline on debugging tasks performed twice as fast 

as expert programmers not using the Whyline [15] on the same tasks.  The Whyline is limited 

in that it applies primarily to debugging tasks, rather than enhancement tasks, cannot be used 

with applications with non-traditional input and output channels (such as server applications), 

and requires the developers to use a separate, limited IDE that lacks the commonplace 

features of the Eclipse or Visual Studio IDEs. 
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3 Study  1:    Search  Methods  and  Code  Relationships  in 

Maintenance Tasks 

As discussed in the previous section, researchers have observed that some methods of 

searching for and collecting information result in more successful program comprehension 

tasks in terms of both time spent and relevance [1, 17, 22, 37, 41].  This prior research is 

expanded on by the study described in this section.  The goal of this study is to examine the 

different methods used by developers to search for and navigate to information in the source 

code relevant to debugging and enhancement tasks and determine if certain methods take less 

time than others.  If so, then these methods and the relationships between the source code 

items they uncover may be exploited to assist developers in reducing the time spent searching 

for relevant information. 

This study proceeds in three phases.  The first phase is to identify the different 

activities engaged in by developers during a maintenance task, including the different means 

of searching and navigating.  The second phase is to examine three search methods used by 

developers in terms of the time taken to find information.  The search methods are static 

navigation, keyword searching, and filename navigation.  The third phase is to determine if 

systematic static code relationships exist between the source element from which developers 

start searching and the source element which the developers copy information from or edit.  

The following hypotheses are investigated: 
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Hypothesis 1: The amount of time developers spend navigating to collect information 

relevant to a maintenance task differs depending on the type of navigation method; 

Hypothesis 2: Navigation periods that leverage static code relationships are shorter in 

duration than navigation periods employing keyword searching methods;   

Hypothesis 3: Navigation periods that incorporate static code relationships are 

shorter in duration than navigation periods employing normal navigation 

methods;   

Hypothesis 4: There is a difference in the specific type of code relationships followed 

explicitly and implicitly by “fast” navigators” developers vs. “slow” navigators; 

The main sources of data in this empirical study are video recordings and logs of IDE 

interactions of developers performing maintenance tasks.  An IDE interaction is the selection 

of an interface element or invocation of some portion of the IDE’s functionality by the 

developer.  Examining logs automatically generated from IDE interactions has two 

advantages over examination of video recordings alone: 1) the automatically-generated logs 

can provide more accurate measures of the time spent during particular tasks because of the 

precision of the time when an interaction took place; and 2) the logs can identify interactions 

that may have been missed by observation due to transcriber error or because of the speed at 

which some interactions take place (such as rapidly closing multiple files in succession). 
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3.1 Participant selection 

Participants for this first study were solicited from the NCSU computer science 

graduate student mailing list.  Interested participants visited a web site providing information 

on the study, filled out an online questionnaire, and received a $20 gift certificate for 

participating in the research.  The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board 

(IRB), and all participants signed an IRB consent form.  A copy of the online questionnaire 

may be found in Appendix A.  Twenty-four individuals responded to the survey.  Six 

applicants were ineligible to participate because they were not in the Raleigh area.  Of the 

remaining applicants, ten were selected based on their experience with IDEs, professional 

development experience, and Java experience.  Problem-solving strategies may be influenced 

by programming experience and IDE expertise; therefore, participants were selected with a 

wide range of experience in terms of both professional programming experience and IDE 

experience to obtain a sample with a variety of problem-solving methods.  The survey 

responses for the participants in this study are listed in Table 1.  Values ranged from 0 (no 

experience) to 5 (10 years or more of experience).  All of the participants had more than one 

year of Java programming experience and widely varying degrees of IDE experience.  (Note: 

that the experience ratings of 0-2 are relatively low and represent smaller intervals, whereas 

3-5 encompass greater intervals). 
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Table 1. Survey responses 

ID 
Programming 
experience 

Java 
experience 

IDE 
experience 

Professional 
development 

Programming 
problem Coding

4 4 4 4 1 7 3
8 3 2 0 0 3 5
9 2 2 2 1 7 3

13 3 3 2 0 8 3
17 3 3 3 0 8 2
19 5 4 4 2 7 3
20 3 3 3 3 9 1
22 5 3 2 2 5 4
30 4 4 4 1 7 3
31 3 3 0 0 5 5

Avg. 3.5 3.1 2.4 1.0 6.6 3.2
 

3.2 Target application overview 

All participants worked on one of three Java programs for a maximum of 60 minutes, 

performing several debugging and enhancement tasks.  The tasks and study layout are 

described in more detail in Section 3.3.  The participants worked on one of three Java 

programs: a drawing program (Paint [16]), a simple medical records library interface 

(MedReporter [18]), and an Eclipse plug-in that analyzes static analysis alerts (AWARE 

[34]).  The Paint application was selected because of its use in prior studies of maintenance 

tasks and was given to seven of the participants (Participants 8, 9, 13, 19, 20, 22, and 30).  

The MedReporter application was given to two participants (Participants 17 and 31), one of 

whom expressed concern at the level of Java expertise required to work on the Paint 
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application and the other who had worked on the Paint application previously.  The Paint and 

MedReporter applications are described in more detail below. The AWARE plug-in was 

written originally by one of the participants (Participant 4), and this participant’s activities 

consisted primarily of developing new code (i.e. not performing a debugging or enhancement 

task).  This participant’s data serves as an important contrast to the maintenance tasks.   

The Paint application is a 407 line-of-code (LoC) Java program that performs simple 

drawing and painting functions.  The participants working on the Paint application were 

asked to complete several debugging and enhancement tasks (described in Section 3.3).  A 

screenshot of the Paint application running may be found in Figure 1.  Paint is comprised of 

nine classes and 38 methods and is fairly complex, making heavy use of abstraction, 

polymorphism, and the Java Swing Application Programming Interface (API).  However, 

Paint is small enough that an experienced Java programmer could obtain an accurate picture 

of the mechanics of the application in an hour’s time.   
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Figure 1. The Paint application 
 

MedReporter is a 400 LoC Java program that offers various command-line menu 

options to a hypothetical physician, such as printing out patient records, entering patients’ 

info, and more.  A screenshot of the MedReporter application running may be found in 

Figure 2.  MedReporter is comprised of seven classes and 36 methods, but unlike Paint does 

not make use of Java graphics APIs and thus requires less domain knowledge to understand.  

Furthermore, MedReporter is cognitively a less complex design with nearly all processing 

being sequential and procedural, whereas Paint makes extensive use of stored object states 
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and polymorphism.  The MedReporter program was included in this study to provide more 

variety to the study data, though most of the participants were given the Paint program 

because of its use in prior studies [15, 17] and to enable study comparison. 

 

 

Figure 2. The MedReporter application 
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3.3 Programming environment and programming tasks 

All participants were required to complete the programming tasks using the Eclipse3 

IDE.  A screenshot of Eclipse and the UI components relevant to the study may be found in 

Figure 3.  Eclipse is an open source IDE widely-used in both industry and academia for 

programming in the Java language.  Eclipse has extensive file navigation and search 

facilities, continuous compilation (for error-checking), and auto-completion features.  

Participants were allowed to use their own installations of Eclipse on their own computers, or 

could optionally program on a laptop provided by the investigator.  Participants using the 

laptop provided by the investigator used Eclipse version 3.3 with default settings, and were 

provided with a USB mouse and internet connection.  Three participants (4, 17, and 30) 

opted to use their own computers with their own Eclipse installations. 

                                                 

3 http://www.eclipse.org 
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Figure 3. Eclipse screenshot 
 

The participants were given the option of completing their programming tasks in their 

own office or lab, or in a closed room furnished by the investigator since the purpose of the 

study was not to maintain a controlled environment but to capture developers working 

“naturally.”  The participants were told that the study was to understand how developers go 

about programming activities and that there was no “right” or “wrong” way of completing 

the tasks.  Participants were told that the tasks could be completed in any order they wished, 

and that the participants could use any resources found in the Internet, in textbooks, or in 

Package explorer 

Source editor 

Java file outline 
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documentation, but were discouraged (though not prohibited) from asking other individuals 

for help.  The investigator remained available at all times to answer questions about the 

programming tasks, and participants were told to notify the investigator if they completed 

their tasks before the allotted 60 minutes.  The participants were not directly observed by the 

investigator while performing their tasks to help alleviate any pressures the participants may 

have felt from being observed by a third party and to help them work more “naturally.”   

On the laptop provided by the investigator, Eclipse was given to the participants with 

a project containing either the Paint application or MedReporter already open.  Participants 

were asked if they were familiar with how to execute and navigate through files inside 

Eclipse; two participants (who answered in the negative) were shown how to execute each 

application (by clicking the Run button) and shown how to navigate between source files 

using the Windows-like Package Explorer (see Figure 3).  Finally, the participants were 

provided with the task list for their particular application.  A verbatim listing of the tasks and 

solutions for the Paint and MedReporter applications may be found in Appendix B and 

Appendix C, respectively.  The Paint application contained three debugging tasks 

(YELLOW, UNDO, and SCROLL) and two enhancement tasks (THICKNESS and LINE), 

while MedReporter consisted of four enhancement tasks.  The enhancement tasks involved 

adding or extending existing functionality, whereas the debugging tasks required correcting 

behavior in the system.   
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3.4 Data collection 

Primary data collection was facilitated by two means.  First, a plug-in called Mimec 

[19], created during the course of this research to log user interactions with the Eclipse IDE, 

was installed in Eclipse.  Mimec attaches listeners to various parts of the Eclipse IDE, and 

then records user interactions to a log file.  Mimec is based on the Mylyn [14] plug-in with 

numerous additions to provide more fine-grained interaction data concerning source code 

edits and navigation activities.  The interactions captured by Mimec include, but are not 

limited to the following: 

• user edits of the source file; 

• interacting with menus; 

• selecting files and Java elements in the Package Explorer; 

• selecting Java elements in the file outline (see Figure 3); 

• executing; 

• switching between open source files; 

• changing preferences; and 

• scrolling the source code window.   

These interactions are then recorded as entries in a log file.  A single line in the log file 

corresponds to an event – a single observation generated by one of the listeners in Mimec.  

An example of an event may be found in Figure 4.  An individual user interaction with 

Eclipse may generate multiple events.  For example, opening a source file from the Package 
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Explorer generates a minimum of three events: 1) the selection of the file in the Package 

Explorer; 2) the activation of the source file in the editor; 3) the selection of the first line of 

the source file in the Java editor.   

 

 

Figure 4. A Mimec event 
 

A Mimec event is comprised of five pieces of information.  First, each event has a 

timestamp with millisecond precision of when the event was observed by a Mimec listener.  

Second, each event has an event kind, which is a Mylyn-specific classification of the event 

(this categorization is ignored in our study).  The target of an event is the Java element (if 

any) that is the subject of the interaction, such as the name of the file selected in the Package 

Explorer, the name of the file being edited, or the name of the method where the text cursor 

is currently located.  The origin is the part of the Eclipse IDE that generates the interaction, 

such as the Package Explorer, source code editor, or menu bar.  Finally, the delta attribute 

contains meta-information (if any) relevant to help distinguish between events of a particular 

kind.  For example, minimizing and un-minimizing a source window generate identical 

events with the exception of the delta attribute (e.g. both are selection events with identical 

targets and origins, but with delta values of fastViewAdd vs. fastViewRemove).  The number 

of events generated depends largely upon a particular developer’s IDE usage habits.  For 

example, a 52-minute programming session by Participant 9 generated 3,351 events, whereas 
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a 54-minute session by Participant 13 generated 11,385 events.  The event logs are stored as 

Comma-Separated Value (CSV) files. 

The other source of data was video recordings of the participant’s computer screen.  

Camtasia Studio4 was installed on the investigator’s laptop (or the participant’s own 

computers) to video record all activities on the screen.  The video capture software created a 

continuous movie that captured the entire screen and was not limited to the Eclipse window.  

The resulting movie files ranged from 70-130 Mb in size.  The files were transferred to the 

investigator’s personal computer from the provided laptop or participant’s computer 

immediately after completion of the programming tasks.  The event logs and video 

recordings for every participant were collected immediately after the participant completed 

the assigned tasks or the allotted 60 minutes had passed. 

3.5 Activity labeling 

The automatically-generated event logs for each user were annotated according to the 

user’s activities captured in the video recording.  An activity corresponds to a single 

interaction with the IDE from the standpoint of the user.  Examples of activities include 

Switching to a source file, Creating a new class, Editing, Reading, and Navigating search 

results.  A complete list of activity labels may be found in Appendix D.  Whereas the event 

logs are the reactions in the IDE generated upon a user action, the activities describe user 

behavior.  As previously mentioned, one activity can generate many events.  The Mimec 

                                                 

4 http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.asp 
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plug-in cannot automatically label the events with their user activity at present since the 

events themselves may not be descriptive enough to identify a particular user activity without 

some additional reference (such as a video log).  Automatic labeling is not used in any study 

described in this dissertation. 

3.5.1 Procedure for annotating event logs with activity labels 

This subsection describes the procedure for annotating the event logs.  The generation 

and refinement of the activity labels is discussed in the next section.  The process of labeling 

a single user’s event log for a 60 minute recording took approximately six hours, longer for 

the initial recordings as labels were being generated.  In total, the participants generated 544 

minutes of video, 55237 events (42860 labeled events), and 2169 activities.  The analysis of 

these data is discussed in Section 3.6.  The steps for annotating each participant’s event log 

are described below. 

Step 1:  Every event was labeled with a unique number (a sequential labeling from 1-

N where N is the total number of events in the log for a single user).   

Step 2:  The participant’s video recording was watched and paused whenever the 

participant’s first interaction with the Eclipse IDE was observed.  The events that 

corresponded to this first interaction were searched for in the event log and annotated with 

the appropriate activity label.   

Step 3:  Based on the time stamp of the first interaction event and the video time at 

which the first interaction was observed, the video time offset of the remainder of the events 
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in the event log were generated.  This made searching for events generated by user activities 

observed in the video recordings much quicker.   

Step 4: The video recording of the user’s programming activities was watched for 

user interactions with the Eclipse IDE.  When a user activity was observed in the video, the 

video was paused and stepped frame-by-frame backward to the time where the interaction 

was initiated.  Events were annotated with up to three pieces of information: 1) the activity 

label; 2) the activity’s start time; and 3) a field indicating that the activity terminated at that 

event.  If the user activity generated a single event, the event was labeled with the user 

activity, the time of the video where the event was observed, and a marker indicating that the 

activity terminated with that event as well (see Figure 5).  When the user interaction 

generated multiple events, each event would receive the same activity label.  The first event 

corresponding to the activity received the video timestamp, and the last event received a 

marker identifying it as the terminating event.  In the case of multiple-event activities, the 

ending event was determined to be the last event that was automatically generated by the IDE 

as a result of the user’s interaction.   

Consider the example of switching between source files, which generates three 

events: #1) the selection of the file in the Package Explorer, #2) the activation of the source 

file in the editor by Eclipse, #3) the automatic selection by Eclipse  of line 1 of the source file 

in the Java editor.   Event 1 is the only event that was generated by direct manipulation of the 

IDE by the user, whereas Events 2 and 3 were automatically generated by the IDE as a result 

of the initial interaction.  In this example, Event 1 is labeled with the video timestamp, and 
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Event 3 is marked as the end of the activity.  An example of labeled activities is shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Labeled event log 
 

There were many events that were not labeled.  The videos were watched and then 

user activities were annotated in the event log as they were observed in the video, but no 

effort was made to ascribe events in the log to activities in the video.  There were numerous 
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events in the event log that did not correspond to any obvious user activity and trying to 

annotate these events with a particular user activity would have generated erroneous 

mappings.  For example, users would sometimes click around the IDE, highlighting certain 

items but without taking any obvious action on those items.  This sort of activity (and 

corresponding event(s)) was not labeled in the event log since the action could not readily be 

defined.  The clicking may have been an indication of an aborted attempt to open a source 

file, or a highlight for mnemonic purposes, or some other activity. 

3.5.2 Activity label generation and refinement 

The activity labels were meant to capture user-level actions with a focus on physical 

interaction rather than user intent.  The initial set of labels (constructed from a preliminary 

test-run of the Mimec plug-in not reported here) was constructed by answering the question 

“what is the physical interaction initiated by the user?” while watching the recorded video.  

Labels took the form “the user is editing” and “the user is switching to another source file.”  

The complete set of labels in Appendix D was stable after four videos, that is, no additional 

labels were required to be added to the list after viewing the recordings of users 4, 8, 9 and 

13.  The set of labels is by no means complete in terms of all possible user activities in the 

Eclipse IDE.   

Refinements of the label set were common initially, with some activities (e.g. 

“Navigating”) being broken down into more specific activities (“switching to a source file,” 

“switching to other file,” “navigating a static dependency,” “navigating search results”). 
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Refinement took place as video recordings of the programmers were watched and labels were 

applied to the event logs (described in the next section).  Generally, activities were refined 

according to the part of the IDE that the user interacted with, that is, the event origin.  This 

refinement method is appropriate for two reasons: 1) by the nature of the Eclipse 

architecture, different elements of the IDE represent different functionalities and user 

services; and 2) a separation of activities based on the IDE part where the interaction started 

is valuable for identifying activity boundaries in the event logs (though some activities, such 

as opening a file, may cross multiple origins).  Whenever a label was refined, previously-

labeled events were reviewed and new labels applied as necessary to ensure consistency 

across all users. 

3.5.3 Special activities: Editing and Reading 

All activities defined in Appendix D had clearly identifiable starting and terminating 

events in the event log with two exceptions: editing and reading.  Editing activities were 

initiated when the user made a change to the source code and persisted until the user saved 

the changes to the source file, began a “Reading” activity, or performed another activity 

(such as executing).  Editing typically occurred in distinct blocks where the user would 

implement changes, save the changes, and then execute the system.  At other times, the user 

would edit one part of the source file, scroll to another part (or perhaps switch to another file) 

and begin editing again.  The video recordings made it easy to distinguish cases when the 
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users’ edits were interrupted by another activity and when navigations or scrolling were 

interim steps between related edits.   

Identifying “Reading” activities was less precise.  As in [17], reading activities were 

defined by the user highlighting a source code element, hovering with the mouse cursor for 

more than one second over source code, or pausing the scrolling of the source window.  In 

many ways, this estimation of Reading is conservative as the user may be reading the source 

code on the screen but offering no indicators to that effect, such as when a new file is opened 

and the user begins reading the code content at the top of the file.  This definition of Reading 

often does not account for instances of “scanning” where the user may be very rapidly 

scrolling through source code in search of a source beacon.  The reverse is also true, in that 

the user idling over source code may not be indicative of reading, but instead of a distraction 

away from the IDE.  Typically, however, reading was characterized by some sort of user 

activity, whether it is occasional scrolling or cursor movement in the source window.  

Reading labels were conservatively applied to events; if it was unclear if the user was reading 

code (e.g. the user paused only briefly over a piece of code), then no label was applied.  

Finally, certain types of reading, such as looking up documentation on the Internet, generated 

no events as Mimec did not record activities outside of Eclipse and was unreliable in 

detecting when focus switched from Eclipse to another part of the desktop.  Events that 

occurred outside of Eclipse were visible in the video recordings. 

Labels were applied by the principal investigator only, and were not verified by an 

independent researcher.  This limitation is discussed in Section 3.9.  The labeling process 
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involved two passes.  In the first pass, the events corresponding to the beginning and end of 

activities were marked.  In the second pass, all interim events between the beginning and end 

event of an activity were filled in with the activity label.  This process had a proofreading 

effect on the labeling; common patterns of activity-event combinations appeared over and 

over and mislabeled events stood out as breaking the patterns. 

3.6 Activity data analysis 

An overview of the summary statistics and frequencies for the different activities 

observed is presented in Table 2.  The statistics are calculated from summary files produced 

from each event log.  The summary file of an event log contains an ordered sequence of the 

activities, the start time of the activity (the timestamp of the first event), the end of the 

activity (the timestamp of the last event associated with that activity), the duration of the 

activity, and the number of Mimec events that comprise the activity.  The data in Table 2 

excludes participant #4’s information.  As mentioned in Section 3.2, participant #4’s 

development was not one of the prescribed maintenance tasks and consisted almost 

exclusively of new code development.  Participant #4 spent nearly 40 minutes (85% of the 

time) editing source code.  This participant’s data are excluded from aggregate analysis of 

the data. 
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Table 2. Top 12 activities by duration 

label  instances 

Activity duration (minutes)*  total 
events total  mean  σ  max  % 

editing  281  92.96 0.33 0.46 2.67  36.83  12889

reading  270  74.03 0.27 0.34 2.36  29.33  18365

unknown/unlabeled  925  52.44 0.06 0.26 5.76  20.77  12016

executing†  238  15.36 0.06 0.16 0.93  6.08  677

java/file search  38  3.69 0.10 0.08 0.39  1.46  114

creating a new class  10  2.79 0.28 0.21 0.60  1.11  42

switch to source file  478  2.34 0.00 0.01 0.11  0.93  1501

other navigation  49  1.83 0.04 0.09 0.56  0.72  150

find/replace  12  1.81 0.15 0.15 0.47  0.72  53

navigating search 
results  77  1.12 0.01 0.04 0.19  0.44  191

other editing  8  1.10 0.14 0.16 0.41  0.44  72

navigating a static 
dependency  78  0.88 0.01 0.02 0.16  0.35  237

... 

Total  2905  252.43* 47093

* The duration of an activity is the time between its starting event and its terminating event, and 
duration does not include the “idle time” when no interactions are observed 

† The duration of execution events does not include time spent using/testing the Paint application 
after it has been launched 

 
The total duration of all observed activities, including unknown/unlabeled activities, 

totaled 252.43 minutes.  The total amount of time the user was idle in the IDE was 236.7 

minutes – 48.4% of the time.  Neither activity duration nor idle time account for time spent 

outside the Eclipse IDE, such as when using a web browser. 

Aside from unlabeled/unknown activities and events, the most common activities 

were Editing, Reading, and Executing.  Participants spent nearly 37% of their time editing 

source code and 30% of their time reading code.  Interestingly, 478 of the 1980 known 

activities were file switches (~24%).  Navigation activities (Switching to source file, 
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Navigating static dependencies, Other navigation, Navigating search results, Find/replace, 

and Java/file search) account for 758 of the 1980 known activities (~38%).  That accounts for 

approximately 1.5 navigation activities per minute.  Clearly, the participants spent 

considerable effort navigating through the system in search of relevant information.  Bear in 

mind that the total time spent for navigation activities in Table 2 is comprised almost 

exclusively of activities that take little time for the system to execute, such as switching 

between source files.  A more accurate picture of the effort spent navigating would also 

account for the time spent reading source code; this will be investigated in detail in Section 

3.7. 

A number of interesting behaviors and patterns of behavior were observed in the 

video recordings.  A visualization of the event summaries helps to highlight the behaviors 

and helps to contrast the activities of different users.  To support this research, a program 

called ActivityDNA was created to visualize the activities in the Mimec logs.  The 

ActivityDNA program produces a graph similar to a Gantt chart where the individual bars 

represent categories of activities and the X-axis represents the progression of time.  An 

example of the activity summary visualization (called ActivityDNA) is shown in Figure 6.  

The X-axis represents the progression of time from left to right, and the axis labels 

correspond to the actual time the activity was observed (for Participant 8, the session lasted 

from approximately 4:00pm to 5:00pm).   

In ActivityDNA, the activities are grouped into eight categories (the grouping is 

described in Appendix D).  Editing refers to editing of source or text files; Testing/Executing 
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includes any activity that results in running the application, and Reading is comprised of 

“reading” activities only.  Testing/Executing activities do not often have duration since 

running the Paint application resulted in opening a new desktop window where actions were 

not observable by Mimec (but could be seen in the video recordings).  The Navigating 

category includes “Switching between source files” and “Other navigation,” Static navigation 

includes “Displaying static dependencies” and “Navigating a static dependency, and 

Searching includes “Java/file search” and “Find/replace”.   

The activity categories are all mutually exclusive for a given point in time.  If one 

were to flatten the categories into a single line, no part of the line would be made of 

overlapping categories.  However, not every point in time between the start of the 

programming session and the end would necessarily be represented on the line.  Most 

notably, the user manipulating a running Paint program, performing other activities outside 

of Eclipse (such as browsing the Internet), or straightforward idleness would not be captured 

in the ActivityDNA. 
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Figure 6. Activity DNA for Participant 8 working on the Paint application 
 

The ActivityDNA for Participant 8 highlights a number of common patterns.  The 

developer began by executing the program to exercise the behavior described in the task list, 

then spent several minutes searching, navigating, and reading before finally editing source 

code related to the YELLOW task (see Appendix B).  The developer then continued 

navigating and reading while collecting more information relevant to the maintenance task, 

before finally executing to the code (to test the changes) and refining the solution.  This 

pattern of behavior is in agreement with the program comprehension of Brooks [4] and the 

maintenance theory of Ko [17].  Overall, the developer’s activity pattern is punctuated with 

short time intervals of editing interspersed among much more frequent patterns of reading.   

Though not an experienced developer according to Table 1, participant 8 was 

methodical in searching, relating, and collecting information relevant to the programming 

tasks.  Contrast this behavior with the ActivityDNA of participant 13 (Figure 7).   Participant 

13 made little use of the searching or static navigation facilities in Eclipse, instead electing to 
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switch between source files and scan them manually.  This behavior yielded an almost 

“frantic” amount of file switching (particularly near the end of the session), including several 

instances where the developer switched between multiple files in a row without reading or 

performing any other activity.  To further highlight this different, participant 13 spent 16.5% 

of the time editing, whereas participant 8 above spent 33.0% of the time editing. 

 

 

Figure 7. Activity DNA for Participant 13 working on the Paint application 
 

Another notable activity pattern is the classic “code-compile-fix” behavior.  This is 

best exemplified by participant 31 (Figure 8), who had never used Eclipse and had not 

programmed in Java for some time.  The participant used none of Eclipse’s searching or 

static navigation capabilities, instead switching between source files manually and reading.  

At one stage during the session, the developer unintentionally injected an error that caused an 

exception to be thrown, which prevented the MedReporter application from running at all.  

The developer then began a long series of hypotheses exploration where a small change to 
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the code was made, and then the application was executed to see if the behavior changed, and 

then this process was iterated over many times.  The pattern of edit-execute is prevalent in 

the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 8. Activity DNA for participant 31 working on the MedReporter application 
 

Finally, as a point of comparison, the ActivityDNA for participant 4 is shown in 

Figure 9.  Participant 4 was engaged in new code development on a separate project from 

Paint and MedReporter – the AWARE plug-in for the Eclipse IDE which collects the output 

of static analysis tools and provides some.  The bulk of participant 4’s activities composed of 

creating new Java classes that were used to store data elements.  The developer spent over 

86% of the time engaged in editing activities.  This observation highlights an important 

point: the features of one type of activity (such as debugging or enhancement) do not 

necessarily apply to other types of development activities. 
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Figure 9. Activity DNA for Participant 4 
 

This analysis yielded several important findings which provide further justification 

and motivation for the study objectives listed at the beginning of Section 3.  First, nearly one-

quarter (~24%) of the observed activities were file switches, and over 1.5 navigation 

activities were observed per minute5.  This indicates that searching for information and 

navigating between information sources was a frequently occurring event during the 

maintenance tasks.  Consequently, the manner in which the participants go about this 

navigation and searching may have considerable impact on the time spent on the task overall.   

Second, the participant engaged in new development spent a much greater proportion 

of time editing (~85% of the time) and much less time reading than the users performing 

maintenance tasks.  While only a single example, this indicates that an analysis of behaviors 

during maintenance tasks, and any subsequent results, recommendations, or conjectures, may 

                                                 

5 Note that all analysis discussed here excludes Participants #4’s data. 
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not necessarily be applicable outside of maintenance tasks.  This observation provides a 

limitation for this study. 

Third, the ActivityDNA charts of the participants depict behavior during maintenance 

tasks consistent with existing theories of program comprehension [4, 17].  Specifically, users 

initially spent time searching for a beacon in the source code relevant to their task, then 

searched for and navigated to relevant information from there before finally editing the code.   

Finally, different participants exhibited different styles for navigating and searching 

for information.  Some participants made use of static navigation techniques, while others 

relied on switching between file tabs or clicking on elements in the Package Explorer.  The 

ActivityDNA charts of participants who employed static navigation techniques appeared to 

perform less navigation activities than the participants who did not use static navigation.  

This observation provides further motivation for studying the effectiveness of different 

search and navigation methods in the next subsection. 

3.7 Navigation style analysis 

As observed in Section 3.6, 758 of 1920 labeled activities were search or navigation 

related (~39.5%) , indicating that the developers spent considerable effort searching for and 

navigating to information necessary to perform their assigned maintenance tasks.  Different 

developers made use of different navigation and search facilities.  Some developers made 

greater use of the static navigation facilities in Eclipse, which allowed developers to easily 

open code relationships such as references, declarations, type, and call hierarchies.  A 
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navigation strategy built upon such relationships was one of the hallmarks of expert 

developers in previous studies [1, 22, 27, 41].  In this subsection, the three hypotheses 

posited at the beginning of Section 3 are explored in detail:  

Hypothesis 1: The amount of time developers spend navigating to collect information 

relevant to a maintenance task differs depending on the type of navigation method; 

Hypothesis 2: Navigation periods that leverage static code relationships are shorter in 

duration than navigation periods employing keyword searching methods;   

Hypothesis 3: Navigation periods that incorporate static code relationships are 

shorter in duration than navigation periods employing normal navigation 

methods;   

To gain a more accurate picture of the actual time spent collecting information using 

different search and navigation methods, the activity summaries were partitioned into 

navigation periods.  A navigation period is meant to capture the total amount of effort 

expended in looking for relevant source code, including the time spent searching and reading 

the code.  A navigation period begins when a user initiates a navigation or search-related 

task, such as switching to a source file or navigating a static dependency.  The period 

continues through “Reading” and unlabeled activities.  The period ends when the user 

engages in a different category of navigation task or performs an activity aside from reading.  

For example, a user opening a source file, reading it, then switching to other source files and 

reading them, followed by an edit would constitute one navigation period.  A user opening a 

source file, reading it, and then performing a search operation would yield two navigation 
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periods: the navigation period of the initial file open and read, and the navigation period that 

began with the search operation (see Figure 10 for an illustration).   

 

 

 
The activity summaries for each participant were partitioned in the manner described 

above.  The total time that users spent in navigation periods was then compared to the total 

study duration (the length of the video recording). Users spent an average of 31% (σ = 9.3%) 

of their time in navigation periods (see Table 3).   

Table 3. Time spent navigating per user 

user 
navigation period duration 

(minutes)
total study duration 

(minutes) % of time navigating

08  15.5 51.8 29.9%

09  10.2 51.3 19.9%

13  20.9 52.8 39.5%

17  6.5 44.1 14.7%

19  15.5 57.6 26.9%

20  20.1 58.3 34.5%

22  20.7 50.6 40.9%

30  23.8 58.2 40.8%

31  18.7 56.3 33.2%

Total  151.8 481.1

Average  16.9 53.5 31.2%

s  5.6 4.7 9.3%
 

Figure 10. Navigation period example 
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The navigation periods were classified as one of three styles: “Normal” Navigation 

(navigation using the Package Explorer or file tabs), Static Navigation (using Eclipse tools 

such as references, the call hierarchy, or type hierarchy), and Searching (using keyword 

search tools include the Java search dialog and find/replace).  The duration of each 

navigation period was computed, as were the number of file switches or static dependencies 

followed during each period.  Basic statistics for the three navigation categories (normal 

navigation, searching, and static navigation) are shown in Table 4 and Table 5.     

Table 4. Navigation period duration statistics 
Navigation category  count  mean  s  min  max 

Searching  42  32.9s  29.8s  3.3s  138.6s 

Normal navigation  209  33.4s  45.7s  22.0s  322.1s 

Static navigation  47  15.6s  16.1s  2.2s  73.1s 
 

Table 5. Statistics for files navigated to and static dependencies followed 
Navigation type  count  mean  s  min  max 

File switch  478  2.4  2.3  1  17 

Static navigation  78  1.7  1.4  1  7 
 

 “Normal” navigation periods was the most frequently occurring type of navigation 

period and contained the highest mean duration and standard deviation of the three 

navigation styles.  Static navigation periods were notably shorter on average than the other 

navigation styles.  It is worth noting that Searching periods tended to occur at the beginning 

of the study period (if at all), thereby possibly making these periods unduly long as they 

occurred while the participants were unfamiliar with the layout of the application’s 

functionality in the source code.  This limitation is discussed in Section 3.9.2 
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The durations of all observed navigation periods for each of the three styles were 

analyzed using a mixed linear model to control for variations between individual participants 

and random effects between the participants and the navigation styles.  For this analysis, log 

transformations were performed on the duration data to achieve a normal distribution to meet 

the assumptions of the mixed linear model tests.  The difference in the durations of the 

navigation periods between the three different navigation styles was statistically significant at 

the 95% confidence level (F(2,13), p = 0.0317).  These data support Hypothesis #1 that the 

duration of navigation activities differs depending on the style of navigation.   

Regarding differences between the individual navigation styles, the differences of the 

Least Squares means between Searching and Static navigation activities was statistically 

significant (p = 0.0101), however the differences between Searching and Normal navigation 

(p = 0.1153) and Static navigation and Normal navigation (p = 0.0641) were not statistically 

significant at the 95% confidence level.  These data support Hypothesis #2 that static 

navigation methods have a shorter duration than search methods.  These data do NOT 

support Hypothesis #3 that static navigation methods have a shorter duration than normal 

navigation methods.  The limitations of these conclusions are discussed in Section 3.9. 

3.8 Relationships of source code elements during navigation 

The previous subsection focused on the different types of navigation methods used by 

developers and their cost in terms of time spent.  In addition to identifying faster navigation 

methods, understanding what code elements were navigated to and from by those developers 
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who spend less time navigating overall may reveal commonly-occurring relationships.  In 

this subsection, the following hypothesis is explored: 

Hypothesis 4: There is a difference in the specific type of code relationships followed 

explicitly and implicitly by “fast” navigators” developers vs. “slow” navigators; 

By understanding the code relationships investigated by the faster navigators, it may be 

possible to create a tool that brings these relationships to the forefront, making them readily 

available to the slower navigators who may be unaware of the value of these code 

relationships.  Making developers aware of these relationships, and facilitating the 

exploration of these relationships with minimal overhead, may serve as a means to reduce the 

navigation time spent by all developers.   

3.8.1 Identifying static code relationships in the Paint application 

The static code relationships in the Paint application were identified manually (the 

procedure is described below) so that a list of relations could be used to identify the code 

relations between elements observed in the Mimec logs.  A similar manual enumeration of 

the source code relationships in the Paint application was performed by Ko et al. for a 

previous study [17].  Unfortunately, the relationships enumerated by Ko et al. were written 

on a whiteboard and had not been permanently recorded, thus they cannot be used in this 

study. 

In this study, relations are defined between starting elements (X) and current targets 

(Y), and are abbreviated as X→Y or Y→X where → is one of the relations listed in Table 6.  
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For example, the PencilPaint class extends the PaintObject class, so a relation was entered of 

the form PencilPaint extends PaintObject.  The constructor for the PaintWindow class 

assigns a field on PaintWindow named ‘canvas’, so a relation was entered of the form 

PaintWindow.PaintWindow(int int) uses variable PaintWindow.canvas.  A full listing of the 

relation schema and a more thorough description of each relation may be found Appendix E.   

Table 6. Static code relation types enumerated for the Paint application 
Element kind  Relation  Target kind 

(constructor | method)  Cast  Class 

Class  Class instantiation   Class 

Class  Extends  Class 

Class  Implements  Class 

(constructor | method)  Class use  Class 

(class | field | constructor | method) Method declaration  Method 

(class | constructor | method)  Method call  Method 

(class | constructor | method)  Variable declaration  (field | variable) 

(class | constructor | method)  Variable assign  (field | variable | parameter)

(constructor | method)  Variable use  (field | variable | parameter)

(constructor | method)  Parameter declaration Parameter 
 

The procedure for listing static code relationships for each class defined in the Paint 

application is generalized as follows: 

1. List all method, constructor, and field declarations. 

2. For each method and constructor, list the parameter declarations 

3. For each line in a method or constructor, list any variable declarations, variable 

assignments, or uses of a variable’s value 

4. List any method calls in a method or constructor 
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5. List any type uses (e.g. type casting or class instantiation) in the method or 

constructor 

6. Repeat 2-5 for all methods and constructors in a class 

7. Return to step 1 for each class in the Paint application until all classes have been 

visited 

An initial set of 609 relations for the Paint program were enumerated by the 

dissertation author.  Three independent reviewers were then given a file containing the 

relations and each was asked to verify relations in the file against the source code.  Each 

reviewer was assigned one-third of the relations, and their assignments did not overlap.  The 

reviewers identified 26 errors, 12 of which were confirmed as actual errors in the relations 

file (an error rate of 2.0%).  The reviewers were not asked to check the relations file for 

completeness against the source code, consequently, errors of omission may have occurred.  

Further analysis is focused on Paint because 7 of the subjects used this program and 

comparisons can be made to related studies by other researchers. 

3.8.2 Extracting code relations from navigation data 

To test Hypothesis #4, the enumerated code relationships were used to identify the 

relations between source elements navigated by the study participants.  An automated parser 

was written to process each developer’s event log in a fashion similar to the navigation 

periods of Section 3.7.  The program processed the event logs sequentially, keeping track of 

the most recently known location of the user’s focus in the source code.  Typically, this 
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information resulted from the user moving the text caret to a line of source code, either by 

placing the text caret using the mouse cursor, or by interacting with a Java element in the 

Eclipse IDE (such as double-clicking on a method name in the Package Explorer) that 

automatically placed the text caret on a source element.  The target attribute of an event 

contained information regarding which Java class, method, or field was currently selected by 

or being edited by the developer.  User edits inside of a Java method always generated target 

information that contained the method name only, but no further detail about the specific 

elements being edited.  Consequently, the developers’ detailed navigation information was 

limited to the method and field level.   

When the automated parser encountered an event labeled with a navigation activity 

(“switch to source file,” “navigating a static dependency,” “navigating search results”), the 

parser extracted several pieces of information from the log: 

1. start source - the last known source code location observed before the navigation 

event.   

2. current source - the source element that the developer was taken to as a result of the 

navigation action 

3. relation element types -  of the form X_Y where X is the kind of Java element in the 

start source (either a class, field or method) and Y is the kind of Java element in the 

current source (either a class, field or method) 
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4. relations – a set of true/false values indicating whether the start and current source 

elements had a particular relation (see Appendix F for a complete list of calculated 

relations). 

The automated parser collected the navigations of the developer until a terminus event was 

encountered.  A terminus event was an “edit,” “execution,” file creation event, or a copying 

of text from the source editor.  The automated parser also computed the relations between the 

terminus source of the terminus event and the start source.  An example of the output of this 

process is shown in Figure 11.  The relations calculated between two Java elements depended 

on the kind of elements in the start current and current source.  A total of 78 different types 

of relations were calculated.  Relations that did not apply to particular kinds of Java elements 

(e.g. an extends relationship was not possible between two methods) were left blank. 

 

Figure 11. Example of relations in navigation history 

3.8.3 Navigation relation statistics 

The navigation history relation information was extracted from the event logs of the 

seven participants working on the Paint application; five participants were “slow navigators” 

and two were “fast navigators.”  A total of 779 navigations were observed, of these 652 were 

between two known elements.  In the remaining 127 navigations, either the starting source 

could not be determined (i.e. in the initial navigations when the programming tasks were 
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begun), or one of the elements was user-created (such as a newly created field variable) and 

therefore the element contained no entries in the manually-compiled relations file.  Of the 

652 known navigations, 334 (51.2%) did not have any direct relations of the type listed in 

Appendix F with the starting Java source element.  Instead, it is likely that the elements were 

indirectly related, that is, transitively connected by one or more direct relations.  

Interestingly, 103 of the 652 (15.8%) known navigations were back to the original start 

source Java element, and 22 of the 75 (29.3%) terminating elements were the same as the 

starting element.  These frequent returns to the starting point of the navigation activities may 

be indicative of aborted search paths, or perhaps the developer switching back to the original 

start point for comparison purposes; both behaviors were observed in [17].  The most 

frequently observed navigation relations are presented in Table 7.  Note that two Java 

elements may share more than one type of relation; different relations are not mutually 

exclusive for a given pair of elements. 
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Table 7. Top 15 most frequently observed direct static code relations during navigation 
Start 
(X) 

Current 
(Y) 

Relation  Total* %† 

Method  Class  X calls Y’s method  60 28.99% 

Method  Class  X uses Y’s field  52 25.12% 

Method  Method  X calls method on Class(Y)  47 35.34% 

Method  Class  X uses var of type Y  41 19.81% 

Method  Class  Y declares X  37 17.87% 

Method  Class  X assigns var of type Y  37 17.87% 

Method  Class  X instantiates Y  33 15.94% 

Method  Method  X uses var of type Class(Y)  33 24.81% 

Method  Method  Y calls method on Class(X)  30 22.56% 

Method  Method  X assigns var of type 
Class(Y) 

29 21.80% 

Method  Class  X assigns Y’s field  27 13.04% 

Method  Method  X instantiates Class(Y)  27 20.30% 

Method  Method  X uses field on Class(Y)  23 17.29% 

Method  Method  Y uses field on Class(X)  22 16.54% 

Method  Method  Class(Y) = Class(X)  19 14.29% 

* Totals exclude relations between the same elements 
† Percentage is within relations of the same kind (e.g. Method→Method, or 
Class→Field) 

 

Most investigations appeared to begin with source methods, rather than classes or 

fields.  This is not surprising since the behavior of an application is described by methods, 

but serves as an indicator that users, when navigating through code, are more often 

investigating behavioral elements (methods) rather than structural elements (classes).  In the 

relations above, X refers to the start element and Y refers to the current (or terminus) 

element.  All but three of the 15 are relations of the starting element to the current element; a 

strong indicator that the users find a starting point and then explore the static code 
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relationships (whether explicitly through static code navigation or implicitly through 

“normal” navigation or searching), a behavior described in literature [1, 4, 17, 41].   

The most common relations between the starting Java element (before navigation 

commences) and the terminating Java element are listed in Table 8.  It is worth noting that all 

of the most common relationships between start element and terminus element are between 

two methods.  However, the relationships are not directly between the two methods (e.g. 

where Method X calls Method Y), but rather Method X is in some way using the class where 

Method Y is declared.  This phenomenon could be indicative of exploratory behavior.  The 

developers may initially investigate a particular class because a variable of a particular type 

is used (a common relationship shown in Table 7) and then examining that class’s methods to 

learn more of its behavior and purpose.  This conjecture is further supported by the high 

number of Method→Class relations that appear in Table 7, but which apparently serve as 

interim steps in the navigation process in light of the terminus relations in Table 8.  The 

relations in Table 8 may also be a side-effect of the architecture of the Paint application, 

where one method (the constructor of PaintWindow) creates the application window and 

serves as a central point of control for most of the functionality in the application.   
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Table 8. The ten most frequently observed static code relations between starting elements and 
terminating element during navigation 

Start (X)  Current (Y)  Relation  Total*  %†

Method  Method  X calls method on Class(Y)  13  43.33%

Method  Method  Y calls method on Class(X)  12  40.00%

Method  Method  Y uses field on Class(X)  10  33.33%

Method  Method  X uses field on Class(Y)  9  30.00%

Method  Method  X uses var of type Class(Y)  8  26.67%

Method  Method  Class(Y) = Class(X)  8  26.67%

Method  Method  Y uses var of type Class(X)  7  23.33%

Method  Method  X assigns var of type Class(Y)  4  13.33%

Method  Method  X assigns field on Class(Y)  4  13.33%

Method  Method  Y assigns var of type Class(X)  4  13.33%

* Totals exclude relations between the same elements 
† Percentage is within relations of the same kind (e.g. Method→Method, or Class→Field) 

3.8.4 Relations followed by fast and slow navigators 

Following the analysis of the aggregated code relations visited by all participants, the 

study participants were partitioned into two groups according to their mean time spent in 

navigation period.  The mean navigation period duration across all participants was 30.6s (σ 

= 40.9s).  “Fast” navigators were those participants whose mean navigation time was less 

than the sample mean time of 30.6s (9, 17, 20), and “slow” navigators were those participants 

whose mean navigation time was greater than the sample mean time of 30.6s (see Table 9). 
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Table 9. Navigation period statistics per user 
user  # of navigation periods  mean (seconds) σ (s)  min (s) max (s)  fast navigator?

08  25  37.12 38.09 3.63  138.69  no

09  31  19.78 12.87 0.17  48.67  yes

13  33  37.95 58.18 0.44  280.14  no

17  36  10.82 9.92  0.02  44.87  yes

19  21  44.28 39.90 3.81  143.42  no

20  68  17.75 14.12 0.05  73.17  yes

22  30  41.38 45.38 1.67  216.06  no

30  22  64.83 79.59 0.39  322.11  no

31  32  35.07 36.43 3.58  129.05  no
 

The navigation relations information was partitioned into two sets according to 

whether the participant was a “fast” or “slow” navigator.   The most frequently-occurring 

relations for fast and slow navigators are listed in Table 10 and Table 11 respectively.  The 

ten most frequently-occurring relations between the two groups have six relations in 

common; the common relations are shaded in the tables below.  

Table 10. Ten most frequently-occurring relations for fast navigators 
Start 
(X) 

Current 
(Y) 

Relation  N* avg. per developer

Method  Class  X calls Y’s method  23 11.5
Method  Class  X uses Y’s field  19 9.5
Method  Class  X uses var of type Y  15 7.5
Method  Class  X instantiates Y  14 7.0
Method  Class  X assigns var of type Y  13 6.5
Method  Class  Y declares X  11 5.5
Method  Method  Y calls method on Class(X)  7 3.5
Method  Class  X assigns Y’s field  7 3.5
Method  Method  Y uses var of type Class(X)  7 3.5
Method  Field  X uses Y  6 3.0
* Totals exclude relations between the same elements 
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Table 11. Ten most frequently-occurring relations for slow navigators 
Start 
(X) 

Current 
(Y) 

Relation  N* avg. per developer

Method  Method  X calls method on Class(Y)  42 8.4
Method  Class  X calls Y’s method  37 7.4
Method  Class  X uses Y’s field  33 6.6
Method  Method  X uses var of type Class(Y)  29 5.8
Method  Method  X assigns var of type Class(Y)  27 5.4
Method  Class  X uses var of type Y  26 5.2
Method  Class  Y declares X  26 5.2
Method  Method  X instantiates Class(Y)  25 5
Method  Class  X assigns var of type Y  24 4.8
Method  Method  Y calls method on Class(X)  23 4.6

* Totals exclude relations between the same elements 
 

Despite the commonalities in the most frequently-occurring relations, several 

differences exist.  First, the most common relation among slow navigators, the start method 

calling a method on the class of the current method, does not appear in the relations for fast 

navigators.  However, a similar relation, the start method calling the current class’s method, 

does appear near the top of both lists.  This discrepancy may be a random artifact of the 

analysis, or it may be an indicator that, after visiting a class, the slower navigators had a 

tendency to spend more time browsing or selecting the methods in that class while gathering 

information on the class’s relevance to the programming task.  A second interesting 

difference is the assignment and use of class fields by faster navigators.  The fast navigators 

followed direct static links to the field declaration, and also examined classes whose fields 

were assigned by the starting method.  Field variables are shared among a class instance, and 

typical define the state of a class and, possibly, its behavior.  The apparent examination of 
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field declarations and field assignments may reflect the fast navigators’ awareness of another 

level of behavioral control in the classes beyond the behaviors defined in the class methods. 

 The navigation relation data was analyzed for systematic differences in the relations 

visited by the two groups.  All relations having a cumulative frequency (across all users in 

the group) of five or more were included in the analysis.  The test for an association between 

the frequency distributions of the different relations and whether the participant was a fast or 

slow navigator was not statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval (Pearson’s Χ2 

= 0.112).  Regarding Hypotheses #4, there is a lack of statistical evidence that the fast 

navigators and slow navigators visit particular relationships in different proportions among 

the commonly shared relations.  However, as discussed in the previous paragraph and as 

shown in Table 7 and Table 8, some code relationships that are unique to the fast and slow 

navigators.  The prospect of explicitly surfacing the static code relationships to users in an 

attempt to encourage them to explore the code in a structured way will be examined in later 

sections. 

3.9 Study limitations 

The limitations of this study are discussed in terms of external, internal, construct, 

and statistical conclusion validity [31]. 
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3.9.1 Construct validity 

Construct validity concerns whether the persons, materials, and measures correctly 

represent or operationalize the phenomena under study [31].  Construct validity is threatened 

when the sampling and measurement methods are not appropriate for describing the concept 

under study 

Study tasks.  The individual maintenance tasks the participants were asked to 

complete were designed such that several of the tasks could be completed in the allotted time 

period.  Since the main objectives of this study are to investigate searching and navigation 

methods among users, the selection of maintenance tasks (instead of new development tasks) 

is appropriate.  The tasks were designed such that several of the tasks could be completed in 

the allotted time period, and are representative of minor change tasks.  However, 

maintenance on larger software systems (both Paint and MedReporter were only 400 LoC) 

may require considerably more effort to comprehend the source code before editing.  Thus, 

the observed navigations styles and resulting statistics may be an optimistic appraisal of the 

amount of time users spend searching for and navigating to relevant information during a 

maintenance task. 

Activity labeling.  The annotating of the event logs with user activities and generation 

of activity labels was performed by one investigator only.  Thus, no measurements of the 

reliability of the labeling are available.  Another investigator may have applied different 

labels to particular user activities, thus changing the frequencies of events.  Furthermore, 

another investigator may have marked the start and ending events of some activities 
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differently, thereby impacting the duration of some activities by as much as several seconds.  

The time-intensive nature of the labeling of event logs precluded additional review of the 

event logs. 

Code relationships.  The types and frequencies of the code relationships observed as 

participants navigated through the MedReporter and Paint applications are largely influenced 

by the architectures of the individual systems.  A user navigating through another system 

(e.g. a web application) may produce a different distribution in the code relations explored.  

This limitation impedes comparison between the code relations observed in different 

systems, but does not affect the analysis of code relationships visited in the same system by 

different participants (as in this study). 

The correctness of the code relationships enumerated for the Paint application is also 

not guaranteed.  The code relations were reviewed twice, once by the investigator and once 

by an independent reviewer, but errors may remain.  Furthermore, the code relations were 

reviewed only for correctness, not for completeness, so some Java elements in the code may 

not be accounted for.  This is true for new Java elements introduced by the participants as 

they performed the maintenance tasks.  Therefore, the code relations observed may not be 

complete and the corresponding relationship frequencies and proportions may be incorrect 

because of missing Java elements. 

Finally, the code relations in this study do not account for indirect relationships, and 

indirect relationships are likely an important component to understanding the transitive links 

between source elements.  For example, if Method A called Method B, and Method B called 
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Method C, the code relations in this study did not account for the transitive connection 

between Methods A and C.  However, Method C may impact Method A’s behavior.  The 

exclusion of indirect relationships does not invalidate the study of direct relationships, 

however.  

Expertise and experience.  The static code relationships analyzed do not account for 

expertise and individual differences in the information needs of developers.  The code 

relationships are a code-centric view of the navigation patterns of users.  Some developers 

may exhibit individual differences based on expertise that influence their browsing patterns.  

For example, some developers take a top-down approach to problem-solving that requires the 

visitation of more source code elements, while others take a bottom-up approach (that 

focuses more closely on individual files before branching out [8, 41].  The measures in this 

study do not account for this sort of individual difference in program comprehension 

strategy. 

Duration measurement.  Navigation duration is the primary measurement in this 

study, and is computed from the time which a navigation style is observed, includes reading 

and unknown events.  A navigation period’s is terminated when the developer performs an 

activity other than reading.  This termination point was chosen as an approximation of when 

the developer has switched from an “information gathering” frame of mind to focus on 

another activity.  It is possible that during the unlabeled events, the user has already switched 

from this “information gathering” frame of mind, and so this measurement of duration is an 

approximation.   
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3.9.2 Internal validity 

Internal validity refers to whether there is a causal relationship between the studied 

phenomena (the subject) and the observed results [31].  Internal validity is threatened if 

factors other than the study subject influenced the results.  The threats to internal validity 

relevant to this study are discussed below. 

Selection bias: Selection bias occurs when unobserved differences in subject groups 

influence the results when comparing between groups.  Participants volunteering for the 

study to obtain the compensation, or for their own interest in participating in a research 

study, may not reflect any systematic differences that may appear the navigation styles of 

developers who are unmotivated to participate in such a study.   

In this study, the between-groups comparison is between “fast” and “slow” 

navigators.  The selection criterion for these two groups was based strictly on performance 

(duration of navigation tasks) and not any human factors (such as self-reported programming 

experience).  Individual differences in information needs may be influencing the amount of 

time spent in navigation periods, where the slow navigators, by their nature, require more 

time to collect and process relevant information.  The only approximation of individual 

differences is through the self-reported questionnaire on programming expertise.  The three 

fast navigators had a higher average in years of experience with IDEs than the slow 

navigators, and therefore their potential familiarity with static navigation technologies likely 

encouraged them to use these technologies during the maintenance tasks.  A number of slow 

navigators reported having more professional and Java experience than the fast navigators, 
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however, so no systematic differences in the experience of fast vs. slow navigators can be 

identified. 

History: History threatens internal validity when events outside of the experimental 

setting occur between measures of the dependent variable that influence the value of the 

dependent variable.  The participants in this study completed the experiment in a continuous 

60 minute period, thereby minimizing the likelihood of an external event influencing the way 

that participants solved the maintenance tasks. 

Maturation: Maturation effects occur when the subject’s behavior alters over time, 

possibly in response to the study environment.  In this study, a maturation effect undoubtedly 

occurred as the participants became more familiar with the Paint and MedReporter 

applications during the course of the maintenance tasks.  As time progressed, it is likely that 

the subjects needed to spend less time searching for information relevant to their tasks as 

they gained a better idea of where the various aspects of program functionality resided in the 

source code.  Therefore, the systematic application of one type of navigation style (e.g. 

Searching) at the beginning of the task may have a longer average duration than a style 

systematically applied at the end of the task (e.g. Static navigation).   

It was observed that some subjects would engage in Searching navigation periods at 

the beginning of the programming session, most likely while they were looking for beacons 

relevant to the maintenance tasks.  Therefore, the duration of the Searching navigation 

periods may be influenced by a maturation effect, since the need to search for beacons would 

theoretically lessen over time.  Such a systematic application of the “Normal” or Static 
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navigation styles was not observed; these navigation styles appeared irrespective of any 

particular time in the study. 

Repeated testing. Repeated testing threatens internal validity when the response 

variables may be influenced by the participant’s prior exposure to the experiment.  In this 

study, none of the participants had worked on either the Paint or MedReporter application 

prior to this study. 

Mortality.  Mortality threatens internal validity when participants drop out of a study, 

but the results are only examined for those who have completed the study.  In this study, no 

participants aborted the study prior to filling the allotted 60-minute time period or completing 

the assigned tasks. 

3.9.3 External validity 

External validity concerns the extent to which the results from a particular sample 

generalize to the target population   External validity is threatened when attributes of the 

study participants, treatments, and setting are not representative of the target population. 

Population.  All of the participants in this study were solicited through the graduate 

student mailing list at NCSU.  Consequently, they may share similar backgrounds and 

expertise resulting from the curriculum at NCSU and may not be representative of a variety 

of developer backgrounds.  Furthermore, none of the participants had more than five years of 

programming experience, whereas some industry developers have 20+ years of experience.  
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More experienced developers may exhibit different navigation patterns and may take less 

time to identify relevant information.   

Study programs. Both the Paint and the MedReporter applications are small (~400 

LoC) applications.  Industrial software systems can be tens of millions of lines of code in 

size, though individual developers may need to be familiar with only a fraction of that.  

Nevertheless, the time taken to search for relevant information in a much larger and more 

complex system will undoubtedly take longer and may involve more switching between files.  

Both Paint and MedReporter were used in this study because they represented semi-complex 

applications, but were small enough that an experienced Java programmer could obtain an 

accurate picture of the mechanics of the applications in an hour’s time.  Previous studies 

reporting that static navigation activities were more effective strategies for searching relevant 

information were based on studies using a wide range of applications: from 21-line 

alphanumeric character counter [37] to 65,000-line text editors [27].  Furthermore, Paint and 

MedReporter were both written in Java, and the code relationships in this study apply to 

object-oriented systems but do not necessarily extend to other programming paradigms (e.g., 

procedural, functional). 

Study tasks.  As previously mentioned, the maintenance tasks in this study were 

relatively small such that a developer could complete several of the tasks in a 60-minute time 

period.  In industry, a maintenance task (e.g. correcting a security fault) may take days to 

complete and test.  Consequently, the number and proportions of some activities (e.g. testing, 

editing) in this study are likely disproportionate to maintenance tasks in an industrial system.  
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The maintenance tasks in the Paint application were particularly simplistic, requiring adding 

or changing only one line of source code to fix once the faulty line of code was identified.  

Searching for a fault in an industrial system can be a time-consuming process, and some 

faults (such as those resulting from design errors) may require extensive changes to the 

source code to fix. 

Hawthorne effect. The Hawthorne effect occurs when subjects behave differently 

when they know that they are being observed.  In this study, all participants were told that 

“there is no wrong way of going about these tasks” and “whether or not you complete the 

tasks doesn’t matter, we are only interested in seeing what you do and how you do it.”  

Though meant to relieve any tension the subjects may have felt about being studied, these 

prefaces may have had the opposite effect. Thus, some subjects may have programmed the 

maintenance tasks at their best to give the “best possible results” even though they were 

explicitly told that there was no “best way.”   

3.10  Summary 

This section describes an empirical study with 10 participants performing 

maintenance tasks on three software applications in the Eclipse IDE.  The participants’ 

actions were recorded using video capture software and through an Eclipse plug-in that 

automatically captures and records interaction events.  The study yields several findings 

about the searching and navigation methods used by developers during a maintenance task.  

Of all observed developer activities during the maintenance tasks, 24.1% of the activities 
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were switches between source files and 39.5% were navigation-related activities (including 

file switches).  The participants engaged in approximately 1.5 navigation activities per 

minute, and the participants spent an average of 31% (σ = 9.3%) of their time in navigation 

periods.  

Since navigation activities consume such a large portion of the development 

activities, the navigation styles and code relationships explored by developers were 

investigated to determine if any systematic differences in the developer’s navigation 

behaviors could be identified.  If differences were found in the navigation styles that resulted 

in less time being spent navigating, then these differences could be exploited to create a tool 

that assists in the navigation process, making it a less-time consuming affair.  The following 

hypotheses were investigated: 

Hypothesis 1: The amount of time developers spend navigating to collect information 

relevant to a maintenance task differs depending on the type of navigation method; 

Hypothesis 2: Navigation periods that leverage static code relationships are shorter in 

duration than navigation periods employing keyword searching methods;   

Hypothesis 3: Navigation periods that incorporate static code relationships are 

shorter in duration than navigation periods employing normal navigation 

methods;   

Hypothesis 4: There is a difference in the specific type of code relationships followed 

explicitly and implicitly by “fast” navigators” developers vs. “slow” navigators; 
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Regarding Hypothesis #1, the difference in the durations of the navigation periods 

between three different navigation styles (Normal navigation, Static navigation, and 

Searching) was statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (F(2,13), p = 0.0317).  

The time spent in Static navigation periods was significantly lower than in Search periods (p 

= 0.0101), but was not significantly lower than in Normal navigation periods (p = 0.1153). 

These data appear to support Hypotheses #1 and #2, but these data do not support 

Hypotheses #3.  

To investigate Hypothesis #4, the code relationships in the Paint application were 

manually enumerated and the participant’s file navigation histories were examined to 

determine the code relationships between the code elements they visited.  Of all source 

known elements visited, 15.8% of the known navigations were back to the original start 

source Java element, and 29.3% of the locations where users terminated their navigation 

activities were the same as the starting element.  Two differences emerged in the navigation 

patterns of fast and slow navigators: 1) the slower navigators spent more time browsing or 

selecting the methods in classes they visited; and 2) the fast navigators followed direct static 

links regarding the uses and assignment of fields, and also examined classes whose fields 

were assigned by the starting method.  Among the code relationships that were frequently 

browsed by both fast and slow navigators, no statistical association was found between the 

proportion of relations visited and whether the participants was a fast or slow navigator  

(Pearson’s Χ2 = 0.112).  Hypotheses #4 is partially supported in that there were unique types 

of code relationships visited by fast and slow navigators, but among the relations visited by 
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both fast and slow navigators, no statistical difference existed in the proportions of visited 

code relationships.  Therefore, while fast and slow navigators have some unique tendencies 

with respect to the code relationships visited in these data, they also share many 

commonalities. 

This study provides quantitative evidence that supports the observation made by 

others that a program comprehension strategy based on static code relationships is more 

effective [1, 17, 22, 41], though this study provides a much more fine-grained study of the 

navigation styles and duration of navigation activities and is also backed by statistical 

comparison.  The lower mean duration of Static navigation periods suggests that some 

benefit may be gained in creating tools that bring these static code relationships to the fore of 

the IDE interface, possibly for less-experienced users.  Furthermore, the exploitation of 

specific types of code relationships by the faster navigators suggests that some code 

relationships may be particularly helpful in comprehending the behavior of a program during 

a maintenance task.   
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4 The Mimec Spotlight application 

As demonstrated in Section 3.7, the incorporation of static navigation techniques was 

associated with shorter periods of time in which the participants were searching for 

information relevant to the programming tasks.  These observations suggest that making 

static code navigation facilities more apparent and accessible to developers may reduce their 

time spent navigating.     

Another observation from this and other studies is that developers spend considerable 

effort navigating through the source code and switching between files in particular.  In our 

study, participants spent on average 31% of their time in navigation periods, while Ko et al. 

[17] observed that users spent 35% of their time engaged in just the mechanics of navigation 

(i.e. the switching between files, managing open files, and recovering from accidental or 

redundant file visits) aside from the acts of reading and collecting information.  This led to 

the observation that developer’s needed better mechanisms not only for finding relevant 

code, but for collecting the relevant information such that redundant, repeated, or erroneous 

file visits could be avoided [17].   

The aforementioned observations generated two design requirements for a tool to 

assist developers in searching for and evaluating source code relevant to their programming 

task: 

1. the tool should provide a variety of static code relationship information for the 

developer to choose from; and 
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2. the tool should provide a mechanism for the developer to evaluate the relevance of 

related code before switching to that source code. 

Regarding the first design requirement, the Eclipse IDE already provides some mechanisms 

for identifying static code relationships, specifically the references, declarations, call 

hierarchy, type hierarchy of a Java element.  This information is not available in a single 

location, however – the user must invoke multiple, separate commands to obtain the 

information and the information is displayed in multiple windows.  Regarding the second 

design requirement, users can hover over a Java element in the source code and hold down 

the Shift key to create a popup containing the source code that defines that Java element.  

However, users cannot preview where a declared element is used (e.g. if the user were to 

hover over a method declaration), and this source code preview cannot be used in 

conjunction with any of the mechanisms that display the static code relations of an element. 

The remainder of this section describes the tool created to meet these design 

requirements: the Mimec Spotlight.  The Mimec Spotlight is a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE 

that can be downloaded and installed in a user’s existing Eclipse installation.  The features of 

the Mimec Spotlight are described in the following subsections. 

4.1 Static code relations in Mimec Spotlight 

Users may request static code relation information from the Mimec Spotlight either 

through a popup window or through a persistent view displayed at the bottom of the IDE.  To 

obtain information in a popup window, users may right-click and select a menu option on a 
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Java element in the source code editor Package Explorer, content outline, or other view that 

lists Java elements.  An illustration of the popup resulting from invoking the Mimec 

Spotlight on a Java element is displayed in Figure 12.   

 

 

Figure 12. The Mimec Spotlight popup with code relations for the “constructionBeginning” method 
 

An alternative means of displaying the static code relationships for a Java element is 

through the Mimec Spotlight view, which functions similarly to the popup window (see 

Figure 13).  The Spotlight view is a persistent (but optional) way of displaying the code 

relations of the Java element currently selected in the Package Explorer, content outline, or 
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any other view that lists Java elements.  To obtain the static code relationships in the Mimec 

Spotlight view, users select (left-click on) a Java element in any view that lists Java elements 

(but not the source editor).    The main difference between the Spotlight view and the popups 

is that the view is updated automatically if the user switches the selected Java element 

outside of the source editor.   

 

Figure 13. The Mimec Spotlight view 
 

Both the popups and the Spotlight view provide a listing of the Java elements related 

to the selected element organized according to code relation category.  The code relations 

that are displayed depend on the kind of Java element that the Mimec Spotlight was invoked 

on.  Invoking the Spotlight on a field will return all references to that field (uses, 
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assignments, and declarations).  Invoking the Spotlight on a method will return the fields 

accessed by that method (uses and assignments), the types used in the method (classes 

instantiated, variable types that are used, etc.), the methods called by that method, and the 

methods that call that method.  Invoking the Spotlight on a type (class) will return the classes 

extended and interfaces implemented by that type, the methods that use that type, methods 

calling that type’s methods (including self-references), and other methods accessing the 

fields on that type.  These relations, in one form or another, encompass all of the most 

frequently-occurring static code relations listed in Tables 9-12. 

The Mimec Spotlight obtains the code relations through the built-in Eclipse JDT 

(Java Development Tool) Search APIs.  The Eclipse JDT is the main component in Eclipse 

that manages the editing, creation, compilation, and execution of Java source code.  The JDT 

Search APIs work by indexing and searching the Java code model internal to Eclipse; 

consequently, invoking the search engine will yield results based on the current state of the 

source code.  Thus, the Mimec Spotlight is retrieving the source code relations based on the 

state of the source code, and not by the relations file generated for the previous studies.  The 

Spotlight obtains particular sets of code relations by obtaining one query for each code 

relation category displayed when Mimec is invoked.  Anecdotally, the time required to 

perform the Spotlight search queries on the Paint application is equivalent to the time it takes 

to perform other Eclipse-packaged queries (such as using the Java/File search facility or 

finding references/declarations).  Populating the code relation results typically takes on the 

order of one second.  
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Users may double-click on any of the Java elements displayed in the popup or 

Spotlight view, including the classes that contain the field and method elements (e.g. the 

PaintWindow class in Figure 12.  When the user double-clicks on a Java element, a source 

code editor is opened and automatically scrolled to the selected relation’s position in the 

source file.  The text cursor is placed at the beginning of the element’s name and the line is 

highlighted.  When the selected relation is a reference from the element on which Mimec 

Spotlight was invoked to another element, the double-click action takes the user to the 

declaration of the double-clicked element.  For example, if the user were to double click on 

the “canvas” field in the PaintWindow class in Figure 12, an editor would open in Eclipse 

showing the declaration of that field.  When the selected relation is a reference from another 

element to the element on which Mimec Spotlight was invoked, the double-click action takes 

the user to the line of code in that references the element on which the Mimec Spotlight was 

invoked.  For example, if the user were to double-click on “mousePressed(MouseEvent),” an 

editor would open and the text cursor would be placed at the first line in the mousePressed 

method where the constructionBeginning method is referenced.   

There are two important design limitations to the Mimec Spotlight.  First, if an 

element is referenced more than once by another element (e.g. a field is read multiple times 

by a method), only one reference is presented to the user.  The Spotlight does not display 

how many references were made, nor is there a facility for navigating among multiple 

references in a single element.  The second design limitation involves invoking the Spotlight 

on elements in the source editor.  In the version of the Spotlight used in this study, the 
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Spotlight could not resolve elements inside of method bodies; selecting an element that is 

referenced inside a method body would invoke the Spotlight on the method containing the 

line of code, but not the selected element itself.  For example, in Figure 12, the line of code 

“canvas.setTemporaryObject(...” is visible inside the “constructionBeginning” method.  If a 

user were to highlight the “canvas” portion of that line and invoke the Spotlight, the relations 

for the constructionBeginning method (the method containing the line) would be presented, 

not the relations for the “canvas” field.  This limitation will be discussed in more detail in 

later sections as participants used the Spotlight tool.  Another design decision that will 

resurface later was the choice to have the code relations initially displayed as a collapsed 

tree, rather than auto-expanding the tree to show all of the results.  The implications of this 

design decision will be discussed later as well. 

4.2 Source preview in Mimec Spotlight 

In addition to making a variety of static code relations easily-available to the user, the 

other main design objective of the Mimec Spotlight was to enable users to evaluate the 

potential relevance of code relations without having to switch between source files.  To 

accomplish this, users could hover over a Java element in the Spotlight relation list (in either 

the popup or the Spotlight view) and receive a preview of where they would be taken if they 

chose to double-click on the element.  This functionality is shown in Figure 14. In this 

example, the user has hovered over the “actionPerformed” element. A popup appears, 

showing the line of code where the “clear()” method (the target of the Spotlight invocation) 
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is referenced and highlighting the line.  The preview also shows two lines of code before and 

four lines of code after the target source line.  The purpose of showing the code surrounding 

the line is to provide the developer with some context of how the related element is using the 

Spotlighted element, or the context in which the related element is defined.  Users can also 

left-click on the source preview popup and be taken to the highlighted line of code in the 

source editor in the same fashion as described in the previous section.     

 

Figure 14. Mimec Spotlight source preview 
 

The source preview popup suffers from three design limitations.  First, it does not 

present the previewed source lines in the same formatted fashion as would be found in the 

source editor.  The source editor highlights different keywords and element types with 

different colors whereas the preview does not.  Keyword highlighting makes it easier to 

identify certain key components of the source lines.  Second, the source preview window was 

limited to a maximum of seven lines of code content: users could not resize, scroll, or opt to 

see more of the source lines without switching to the file.  Third, the source preview popup 
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did not parse, format, or exclude comments..  Consequently, a user hovered over a Java 

type/class would often see truncated, unparsed Javadoc tags rather than surrounding source 

code.  This last limitation will be visited in later discussions. 
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5 Study 2:  Enhancement vs. Debugging Tasks 

The investigation of user activities during maintenance tasks in Section 3 yielded 

insight into the effectiveness of different navigation strategies and yielded suggestions for 

potentially improving the effectiveness of code exploration even further as developers search 

for and relate relevant code.  Those investigations stemmed from the observation originating 

in the video recordings that different developers went about their tasks in slightly different 

ways.  A second anecdotal observation can be drawn from the recordings: developers’ 

activities and strategies appear to be quite different depending on the type of maintenance 

task they are engaged in – either enhancement or debugging.  Developers undertaking 

enhancement tasks spent time looking for points in the code to extend, modify, or duplicate.  

When engaged in debugging tasks, users spent time trying to isolate the cause of the 

unwanted behavior and trace through the chain of events to discover the root cause of the 

problem.  This distinction has been noted by other researchers [17], and can informally be 

described as the difference between asking “how?” questions during enhancement, and 

asking “why” questions during debugging. 

On the surface, enhancement and debugging tasks would appear to have very 

different information needs.  During enhancement tasks, developer are looking for code 

similar to the task they are given, and/or are required to understand the more general 

architecture of the system to incorporate a change.  During debugging, users look for a 

symptom of the problem, then step backward through method calls and variable assignment 
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to the root cause (in the case of errors originating in the source code rather than in design or 

configuration).   

The following hypotheses are explored: 

Hypothesis 5: The amount of time spent navigating during a maintenance task is 

dependent on the type of maintenance task: enhancement or debugging; 

Hypothesis 6: The number of file switches during a maintenance task is dependent on 

the type of maintenance task: enhancement or debugging; and 

Hypothesis 7: The specific types of code relationships followed explicitly and 

implicitly during navigation depend on the type of maintenance task: enhancement 

and debugging tasks. 

A controlled study of developers performing debugging and enhancement tasks on 

the Paint application is presented in the remainder of this section.  The activities undertaken 

by developers engaged in enhancement and debugging tasks are compared and contrasted.  

The navigations strategies and code relationships explored during enhancement and 

debugging tasks are also examined. 

5.1 Participant selection 

As in the previous study, participants were solicited from the NCSU computer 

science graduate student mailing list.  Again, interested participants were asked to visit a site 

providing information on the study, fill out an online survey in Appendix A and were 

informed that they would receive a $20 gift certificate for participating in the research.  
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Thirteen individuals responded to the survey.  Eight participants were selected based their 

experience with IDEs, professional development experience, and Java experience.  One 

additional participant participated in a preliminary trial run of the study; this participant’s 

data is excluded from analysis. 

5.2 Study layout and data collection 

In this study, the participants would again be working the maintenance tasks from the 

Paint program described in Appendix B, though this time in a controlled setting with limited 

time allocated to each task.  The study was controlled to force the participants to work on 

both types of maintenance task (debugging and enhancement) rather than have the 

participants choose which tasks to work on.  The participants all completed their 

programming tasks in a closed room on a laptop with an external USB mouse provided by 

the investigator.  Participants were informed of the general purpose of the study and that the 

screen would be video recorded.  Participants were told that they could use resources from 

the Internet to help them complete their tasks, and that they should feel free to make use of 

any of Eclipse’s features and/or to rearrange the layout of the Eclipse UI as they wished.  The 

participants were also told that the investigator would stop them after a period of time, but 

that whether or not they completed the task in the allotted time was not relevant to the study.  

The participants were shown how to launch the Paint application and given a brief exposition 

of its features. 
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The session for each participant was divided into five, 15-minute periods.  First, each 

participant was given an enhancement task (COLORS, see Appendix B for the description) 

and asked to implement the task’s functionality in the Paint application.  The purpose of this 

initial enhancement task was to help familiarize the participants with the architecture of the 

Paint application to help alleviate any learning effects that might impact the speed with 

which developers searched for and found task-relevant information during the later periods in 

the study.  The COLORS enhancement task required the participants to become familiar with 

several different classes inside the Paint application in order to complete the task.   

In the remaining four 15-minute periods, the participants worked on two debugging 

tasks (YELLOW and UNDO) and two enhancement tasks (THICKNESS and LINE).  The 

participants worked on a different task during each 15-minute period.  The participants were 

limited to 15 minutes on each task to minimize fatigue during the study session.  Each task 

was presented on a separate sheet of paper.  Separate Eclipse projects containing the Paint 

application were made for each task so that changes made by the participant in a previous 

task were discarded so that the participants began with the same base of code on each task.  

The “bug” that was the target of a particular debugging task (YELLOW or UNDO) was 

removed in the Eclipse projects for the enhancement tasks.  The bugs were removed so that 

the participants would not become preoccupied by aberrant behavior in the system and 

deviate from their assigned task.   

During the first two assigned tasks, the participants worked with the standard Eclipse 

IDE and were allowed to use any Internet resources they wished.  After the first two tasks, 
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the participants were introduced to the Mimec Spotlight tool and given a demonstration of its 

functionality.  The participants were told that the Mimec Spotlight could find related 

elements of source code by right-clicking on a Java element in the source editor or Package 

Explorer and selecting the “Find Relations” menu item.  This functionality was demonstrated 

to the participants by the investigator.  The participants were also told that selecting different 

kinds of Java elements (classes, fields, and methods) would result in different relations being 

shown.  This too was demonstrated by the investigator.  The participants were also told that, 

if the Spotlight were invoked inside a method body in the source editor, the relations would 

be shown for the surrounding method and not the selected element (see the design limitations 

discussed in Section 4.1).  It is worth noting that many, if not all, of the participants forgot 

about this limitation and invoked the Mimec Spotlight on a highlighted element in the 

method body at least once.  This misconception of the Spotlight’s functionality impacted 

developers to varying degrees, discussed further in Section 5.6.4.  Participants were then 

demonstrated the source preview and double-click features of the Mimec Spotlight.  Finally, 

the Mimec Spotlight view was shown.  The investigator then encouraged the participants to 

try this new functionality during the programming tasks, but only to use it if it was a help to 

them and not a burden.   

To further counter any learning effects while working on the Paint application, the 

tasks were applied in different orders to different participants.  All participants completed 

one enhancement and one debugging task before introduction of the Mimec Spotlight.  The 

ordering of the tasks undertaken by each participant is shown in Table 12. 
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Table 12. Task orderings 
ID  1 2 3 4 5 

56  C A1 B1 A2 B2 
54  C A1 B1 A2 B2 

60  C A2 B2 A1 B1 
63  C A2 B2 A1 B1 

55  C B1 A1 B2 A2 
62  C B1 A1 B2 A2 

61  C B2 A2 B1 A1 
65  C B2 A2 B1 A1 

C – COLORS 
A1 (enhancement) – LINE 
A2 (enhancement) – THICKNESS 
B1 (debugging) ‐ YELLOW 
B2 (debugging)‐ UNDO 

 

As in the previous study, the screen was video recorded using Camtasia Studio and 

the participants’ interactions with the Eclipse IDE were recorded in using the Mimec Event 

logger.   

5.3 Activity description for enhancement and debugging tasks 

The Mimec logs were labeled based on the video recordings in the same fashion as 

described in Section 3.5 using the same set of labels found in Appendix D.  The event logs 

were then processed to create a summary file containing the sequence of activities observed 

for each user and the duration of each activity.  Statistics of development activities across all 

maintenance tasks and all participants are shown in Table 13. 
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Table 13. Top 10 activities by duration 

activity  instances 

Activity duration (minutes)  total 
events total  mean  σ  max  % 

reading  198  62.9  0.32  0.40  2.98  28.28%  14686 

editing  178  49.5  0.28  0.48  3.87  22.26%  6131 

unknown /unlabeled  657  44.8  0.07  0.11  0.93  20.16%  12604 

executing  139  36.1  0.26  0.32  1.51  16.22%  206 

Mimec display  44  7.5  0.17  0.19  0.83  3.38%  225 

find/replace  31  7.3  0.23  0.19  0.88  3.27%  355 

other navigation  51  3.6  0.07  0.14  0.82  1.64%  187 

debug execution  12  2.5  0.21  0.34  1.28  1.13%  21 

creating a new class  6  2.0  0.33  0.21  0.64  0.88%  24 

java/file search  12  1.7  0.14  0.14  0.51  0.78%  41 

... 

Total  1318  222.3  36361 
 

Of the 1318 observed activities, 36.2% (477) were navigation activities similar to the 

39.5% in the previous study.  Also, 22.5% of the activities were file switches, again similar 

to the 24.8% as in Study 1 above.  Clearly, navigation activities remained an integral 

component of these maintenance tasks.  Reading and editing activities accounted for over 

50% of the time spent across all programming tasks.  The participants also spent 16.22% of 

the observed time (nearly 45 minutes) executing the Paint program to test newly 

implemented functionality or investigate faulty behavior during maintenance tasks. 

The activity statistics were partitioned according to the type of task during which the 

activities were observed, enhancement or debugging.  These data are shown in Table 14. 
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Table 14. Top ten activities by frequency in debugging tasks vs. enhancement tasks 
debugging  enhancement 

label  #  %  label  #  % 

switch to source file  138 25.46% switch to source file  159  20.49%

reading  85  15.68% editing  123  15.85%

switching to eclipse  81  14.94% reading  113  14.56%

executing  67  12.36% switching to eclipse  95  12.24%

editing  55  10.15% executing  72  9.28% 

other navigation  22  4.06%  Mimec display†  31  3.99% 

Mimec navigation*  21  3.87%  other navigation  29  3.74% 

Mimec display†  13  2.40%  Mimec navigation*  22  2.84% 

find/replace  11  2.03%  find/replace  20  2.58% 

navigating a static dependency  11  2.03%  navigating a static dependency  20  2.58% 

...  ...     

Total  542   776   

* Mimec navigation refers to file switches initiated from the Mimec Spotlight 
† Mimec display involves browsing the code relation popups or Mimec Spotlight view 

 

The number of activities observed during enhancement tasks was greater than during 

debugging tasks.  This is likely attributable to the participants completing more debugging 

tasks in the allotted time period than enhancement task.  Across the eight participants, 11 of 

16 debugging tasks were completed while only four of 16 enhancement tasks were 

completed.  Of those, six participants completed the YELLOW debugging task, five 

completed the UNDO debugging task, four completed the THICKNESS enhancement task, 

and none completed the LINE task.  Only one participant did not complete any of the tasks. 

The frequencies of the different activities are similar in both types of maintenance 

task with some notable exceptions.  Editing activities made up 15.9% of all enhancement 

activities, while they made up only 10.1% of debugging activities.  Conversely, executing the 
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Paint application comprised 12.4% of the debugging activities, while executing was 9.3% of 

the enhancement activities.  A final notable difference is the proportion of file switches 

during debugging activities (25.5%) vs. in enhancement activities (20.5%) – an indicator that 

searching for relevant source code information was a larger portion of the work in debugging 

tasks.  Differences in navigation and searching activities are discussed in Section 5.4. 

The activity frequencies only give an indication as to what types of activities were 

most commonly-occurring in enhancement vs. debugging tasks.  The differences in the time 

spent during particular activities in enhancement and debugging tasks are shown in Table 15. 

  Table 15. Top five activities by duration in debugging tasks vs. enhancement tasks 
Debugging tasks  Enhancement tasks 

label 
duration 
(minutes) 

% of total 
time  label 

duration 
(minutes) 

% of total 
time 

reading  25.6  32.43%  editing  43.7  30.51% 

executing*  23.2  29.36%  reading  37.3  26.00% 

Unknown  13.6  17.18%  Unknown  31.3  21.81% 

editing  5.8  7.29%  executing*  12.9  8.99% 

find/replace  3.0  3.86%  Mimec display  5.8  4.03% 

* includes time spent using/testing the Paint application after it has been launched 
 

The durations of the different activities reveal some stark differences between the 

debugging and enhancement tasks.  Participants spent 29.4% of the time executing the Paint 

application during debugging tasks but only 9.0% during enhancement tasks.   The difference 

in the average duration of execution activities in enhancement and debugging tasks is 

statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval (F(1,7), p = 0.0105).  The difference in 

the duration of execution activities is likely due to the participants attempting to replicate and 
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isolate the faulty behavior in the debugging task descriptions, and then further testing to 

determine if the changes made to correct the fault were successful.   

Conversely, participants spent 30.5% of the time editing during enhancement tasks, 

but only 7.3% of the time editing during debugging tasks.  The difference in the duration of 

editing activities for debugging and enhancement tasks is statistically significant at the 95% 

confidence interval (F(1,7), p < 0.0017).  In larger and more complicated debugging tasks, 

the proportion of time spent executing the system may be less and the editing time greater as 

the developers may have to spend more time engaged in editing or other activities to 

implement a solution.  Nevertheless, these data demonstrate that the participants spent a 

significant portion of time, at least during the beginning of debugging tasks, testing the faulty 

behavior.   

Participants also spent a greater proportion of their time performing reading activities 

in debugging tasks (32.4%) vs. enhancement tasks (26.0%).  This difference is likely due to 

the greater amount of time spent searching for the source of the faulty behavior in the 

debugging tasks compared to the amount of time required to find code to extend and/or 

duplicate in enhancement tasks (discussed in next section).  However, difference in the 

average duration of the reading activities between enhancement and debugging tasks was not 

statistically significant (F(1,7), p = 0.2855). 

Visualizing the activities undertaken by participants during enhancement and 

debugging tasks using the ActivityDNA program can help illuminate the statistical 
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differences in the types of task.  The ActivityDNA charts for the YELLOW debugging task 

and the THICKNESS enhancement task for one user are shown in Figure 15. 

 
Figure 15.  ActivityDNA for a debugging (top) and enhancement task (bottom) for participant 54 

 

Participant 54’s ActivityDNA charts for the THICKNESS enhancement task and 

YELLOW debugging task highlight several commonly-observed patterns of behavior.  In the 

debugging task, the participant spends a considerable portion of the time executing the 

programming, punctuated by navigation and reading activities.  Finally, the participant 

performs short edits to the program then executed the program to assess the effect of the 
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edits.  This process was repeated until the end of the task.  This pattern of activities reflects 

previously-observed theories of program comprehension [4] where developers search for 

relevant information and then iteratively apply and refine different hypotheses to arrive at a 

solution.   

By contrast, the enhancement task begins with a relatively short period of navigation, 

followed by extensive editing, then more navigating and reading activities punctuated with 

bursts of editing as the participants collects all of the information necessary to implement the 

change in the different classes of the Paint application.  Execution of the program does not 

take place until the end of the task after the new enhancement functionality has been 

implemented.  This pattern of activities reflects a common behavior of participants during 

enhancement tasks – seeking out an extension point in the code, duplicating similarly-

functioning code already in the application, and editing the duplicated code to fit the 

enhancement task’s requirements.  This behavior was noted in a related study [17], and the 

types and usage of information sought by developers in debugging and enhancement tasks is 

more thoroughly investigated in Section 5.6. 

5.4 Navigation activities in  enhancement and debugging tasks 

As in Study 1 above, the navigation styles of the participants were examined, though 

this time to determine if navigation styles difference between enhancement and debugging 

tasks.     
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In this study, there were four navigation styles considered: Normal navigation, Static 

navigation, and Searching (as defined in Section 3.7) and an additional category for 

navigations related to the Mimec Spotlight tool.  As before, navigations periods were 

calculated from the activity logs and began when a navigation activity was observed, 

continued through Reading and Unknown events, and terminated when another activity was 

observed.  The total navigation time spent per participant across all tasks is displayed in 

Table 16.   

Table 16. Navigation time spent per user 

user 
navigation period duration 
(minutes) 

total study duration 
(minutes)  % of time navigating 

54  12.0  33.9  35.4% 

55  23.1  50.7  45.5% 

56  9.8  45.6  21.4% 

60  22.3  39.6  56.2% 

61  15.9  53.4  29.8% 

62  9.5  27.0  35.0% 

63  27.2  54.1  50.3% 

65  8.3  41.7  20.0% 

Total  128.0  346.0 

Average  16.0  43.3  36.7% 

σ  7.3  9.6  13.1% 
 

The average percentage of the time spent navigating across all participants is 36.7%, 

whereas in Study 1 the average percentage was 31.2%.  The increase is likely due to the 

forced switching of programming tasks during this study, whereas in the previous study the 

participants could work on whichever task they chose for as long as they wished.  The forced 
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switching likely caused the participants to spend proportionally more time during the study 

period looking for the different relevant beacons at the beginning of each of the four tasks.  

The difference in the time spent navigating between the different users is notable in some 

cases.  For example, participant 60 spent 56.2% of the time navigating, while participant 65 

spent only 20.0% of the time navigating.  These numbers again reflect the powerful influence 

of individual approaches to searching for and navigating to information.   

5.4.1 Navigation time for enhancement and debugging tasks 

The navigation period data was partitioned according to task type to gain an 

understanding of the differences in duration (see Table 17) and file switches occurring 

between  enhancement and debugging tasks (see Table 18).     

Table 17. Navigation time per task and per task type 

task 

Navigation duration  Overall task duration  % of time 
navigating total (minutes) average (m) total (m) average (m) 

LINE  49.4  0.51  118.9  14.9  41.6% 

THICKNESS  25.2  0.43  95.7  12.0  26.3% 

UNDO  36.7  0.63  68.7  8.6  53.4% 

YELLOW  16.7  0.70  62.7  7.8  26.7% 

Debugging  53.4  0.65  131.4  8.2  40.7% 

Enhancement  74.6  0.48  214.6  13.4  34.8% 
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Table 18. File switches per task and per task type 
task  total  mean per 

navigation period 
σ  min  max 

LINE  127  1.67  1.45  1  9 

THICKNESS  73  1.69  1.12  1  6 

UNDO  107  2.33  2.23  1  13 

YELLOW  63  3.15  4.66  1  19 

 

Debugging  170  2.58  3.15  1  19 

Enhancement  200  1.68  1.33  1  9 
 

In addition to the participants completing more debugging tasks (as previously noted), 

the average time spent on debugging tasks (8.2 minutes) was less than on enhancement tasks 

(13.4 minutes).  The average duration of navigation periods during debugging (0.65 minutes) 

is greater than in enhancement (0.48 minutes); but this differences in navigation period 

duration are not statistically significant when accounting for differences between individuals 

(F(1,7) p = 0.2500).  Also, the average number of file switches during debugging tasks (2.58) 

is greater than in enhancement tasks (1.68), but again the number of file switches are not 

statistically significant between the two maintenance task types (F(1,7), p=0.1304.  These 

data do not support Hypotheses #5 and #6 that the duration and number of file switches 

during a navigation period are dependent on maintenance task type. 

The average portion of time spent navigating in maintenance tasks (40.7%) was 

greater than in enhancement tasks (34.8%), but the total number of file switches was greater 

for enhancement tasks (200) than for debugging tasks (170).  A look at the proportion of 

navigation times in the individual tasks suggests that that the proportion of overall time spent 
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navigating is an artifact of the tasks themselves and not whether they were enhancement or 

debugging tasks.  The proportion of time spent navigating for UNDO (53.4%) and LINE 

(49.4%) were both much greater that the proportion of navigation time in THICKNESS 

(26.3%) and YELLOW (26.7%).  The number of file switches for UNDO (107) and LINE 

(127)  are also greater than for THICKNESS (73) and YELLOW (63).   

In considering the differences between the four tasks, factors contributing to the 

rejection of the hypotheses emerge.  The source code relevant to the two tasks with the 

lowest proportion of time spent navigating (YELLOW and THICKNESS) are localized to a 

single method in one class (PaintWindow).  At most, the participants would need to be 

familiar with one other class in the system (PaintObject) to implement the solutions to these 

tasks.  Conversely, the source code related to the UNDO and LINE tasks are spread across 

multiple classes.  A participant sequentially tracing the functionality of the faulty “Undo” 

button to the origin of the fault in the UNDO task would have to visit a minimum of four 

methods in three different class files.  The optimal solution to the LINE task involved 

creating a new class file and making changes to two methods in two different class files.  The 

dispersal of information relevant to these tasks requires developers to maintain a more 

complicated representation of the control structures in working memory, and requires that 

more time be spent physically switching between files and rebuilding the working context of 

each file when doing so.  Ko et al. noted similar overhead when developers were forced to 

collect information across multiple files, and observed that IDEs poorly support the 

collection of information and its storage outside of the developer’s working memory [16, 17].    
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5.4.2 Navigation style analysis 

The duration of the different styles of navigation were also examined.  Statistics for 

the four types of navigation observed in this study are presented in Table 19 and Table 20.   

Table 19. Navigation period duration statistics 
Navigation category count mean s  min  max 

Searching  28  46.4s  40.9s 6.5s 217.3s 

Navigation  148  30.0s  37.7s 0.1s 244.4s 

Static navigation  29  13.1s  9.6s  0.5s 36.2s 

Mimec  35  46.4s  38.3s 5.2s 187.9s 
 

Table 20. Statistics for files navigated to and static dependencies followed during navigation periods 
Navigation type  count mean s  min max 

File switches  297  2.17  2.30 1  19 

Static navigation  31  1.19  0.63 1  4 

File switches from Mimec 42  1.91  2.56 1  13 
 

As in the previous study, he difference in the durations of the navigation periods 

between the different navigation styles was statistically significant at the 95% confidence 

level (F(3,15), p = 0.0040), adding further support for Hypothesis #1.  The difference in 

duration between Static navigation and Searching was again statistically significant (p = 

0.0172, adding further support for Hypothesis #2.  Also as in the previous study, the 

difference in duration between Static navigation and Normal navigation is not statistically 

significant (p = 0.2778), providing no support for Hypothesis #3.  It is worth noting that the 

duration of Mimec navigation periods were significantly longer than both Static navigation (p 

= 0.0033) and Normal navigation (p = 0.0018), but not Searching (p = 0.5069). 
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The navigation periods were categorized according to navigation style and then 

partitioned according to the type of maintenance task during which they were observed.  The 

partitioned data for duration and number of file switches are presented in Table 21 and Table 

22, respectively.   

Table 21.  Navigation style duration per task type 

task type  navigation style 

# of 
navigation 

periods

average 
duration 
(seconds) std (s)  min (s)  max (s) 

debugging  Mimec  10 50.4 53.2  5.2  187.9 

enhancement  Mimec  25 44.8 31.7  5.5  118.6 

debugging  Navigating  53 41.9 46.4  1.7  244.4 

enhancement  Navigating  96 23.3 30.3  0.1  221.8 

debugging  Searching  10 41.6 28.7  8.2  106.1 

enhancement  Searching  18 49.0 46.9  6.5  217.3 

debugging  Static navigation  10 10.7 8.2  1.5  26.1 

enhancement  Static navigation  16 14.5 10.4  0.5  36.2 
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Table 22. Navigation style file switches per task type 

task type  activity  total
average 

per period std  min  max

debugging  File switches from Mimec 21  3.0 4.43  1  13 

enhancement  File switches from Mimec 21  1.4 0.74  1  3 

debugging  File switches  138  2.8 3.23  1  19 

enhancement  File switches  159  1.8 1.47  1  9 

debugging  Static navigation  11  1.1 0.32  1  2 

enhancement  Static navigation  20  1.3 0.77  1  4 

 

The average duration of Searching periods was higher for enhancement tasks (49.0s) 

than for debugging tasks (41.6s), and the overall frequency for Searching periods was higher 

for enhancement tasks as well.  This may be due to participants making use of multiple 

keywords to look for similar code to extend or duplicate throughout the enhancement task, 

whereas during debugging tasks involves finding a single starting point in the code from 

which to start the investigation into faulty behavior.  The nature of the information sought 

during searching will be explored in detail in Section 5.6.  The duration of Mimec navigation 

periods and number of file switches during Mimec navigation was higher during debugging 

tasks, but far more Mimec navigation periods were observed during enhancement tasks.  

These data suggest that the developers may have found Mimec more useful in finding 

relevant information for enhancement tasks than debugging tasks.  The nature of information 

gathered during Mimec navigation periods will also be examined in further detail in Section 

5.6. 
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5.5 Code relationships 

The static code relationships navigated by the participants (both explicitly and 

implicitly) were also examined to determine if differences existed between debugging and 

enhancement tasks.   Differences in the code relationships during the two tasks may yield 

insight into the type of information sought by developers during maintenance tasks, which 

can then be leveraged to assist developers in finding the information they seek.  The 

participants’ event logs were analyzed for code relationships using the same methods 

described in Section 3.8.  The same types of code relations were analyzed (listed in Appendix 

F), and the code relations were extracted based on the manually-enumerated list of relations 

(Section 3.8.1). 

A total of 488 navigations between different source code elements were recorded.  Of 

these, 198 (40.6%) were navigation involving an unknown Java element (i.e. a Java element 

whose relations were not documented in the manually-generated relations file).  Of the 

remaining 290 navigations between two known Java elements, 111 (38.3%) were between 

two elements that were unrelated according to the manually-enumerated relations file.  Of the 

known navigations, 14.8% (43/290) were back to the Java element where navigation started, 

and 11.6% (10/86) of navigations terminated at the same Java element at which they started.  

It is worth noting that in this study there 488 observed navigations among 8 participants, 

whereas in the previous study there were 779 observed navigations among 7 participants.  

This discrepancy in the datasets is likely due to the familiarization task the participants in the 

second study were given (but is not included in analysis).  Another factor may be that in the 
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second study, the participants were forced to work on all four tasks including the YELLOW 

and THICKNESS tasks where all of the functionality was localized in one file (hence 

requiring less navigation than the UNDO and LINE tasks), whereas participants in the 

previous study had no such restriction.   

5.5.1 Relationships across all tasks 

The most frequently observed static code relationships during navigation are 

presented in Table 23. 

 
Table 23. Top 15 most frequently observed static code relationships during navigation 

Start (X)  Current (Y)  Relation  Total*  %† 
Method  Method  X calls method on Class(Y)  34  42.50%
Method  Method  X uses var of type Class(Y)  30  37.50%
Method  Method  X uses field on Class(Y)  29  36.25%
Method  Method  X assigns var of type Class(Y)  28  35.00%
Method  Method  Y uses field on Class(X)  25  31.25%
Method  Method  X instantiates Class(Y)  22  27.50%
Method  Method  Y calls method on Class(X)  22  27.50%
Method  Method  Y uses var of type Class(X)  22  27.50%
Method  Field  X uses Y  21  45.65%
Method  Field  Class(X) == class(Y)  21  45.65%
Method  Method  X assigns field on Class(Y)  16  20.00%
Method  Class  X calls Y’s method  15  23.44%
Method  Method  Class(Y) = Class(X)  15  18.75%
Method  Class  X uses Y’s field  14  21.88%
Method  Field  X assigns Y  14  30.43%

* Totals exclude relations between the same elements 
† Percentage is within relations of the same kind (e.g. Method→Method, or Class→Field) 

 
As in the previous study, all of the most frequent relationships represent navigations 

that start from a source method (rather than a field or a class).  Also as before, all but 3 of the 
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15 code relationships are from the start location to the current location, indicating directional 

navigation.  Interestingly, 3 of the 15 code relationships (as opposed to only one before) are 

between a starting method and a field.  This may be the result of the participants being 

required to work on both enhancement tasks in this study, which make more extensive use of 

field variables.   

The most frequent code relationships between the starting Java element and the 

element at the end of a navigation period are shown in Table 24.  As in the previous study, 

many of the relations are between two methods though these relationships are not direct calls 

(e.g. method X calls method Y).  Once again, this may be indicative of the developers 

navigating to files containing relevant information, but then exploring the classes to gain 

more information on their use and structure rather than dwelling on specific functionality.   

Table 24. Top 10 relations between starting source and terminus 
Start (X)  Current (Y) Relation  Total*  %† 

Method  Method  X calls method on Class(Y)  9  45.00% 

Method  Method  X uses field on Class(Y)  7  35.00% 

Method  Method  Y calls method on Class(X)  7  35.00% 

Method  Method  X uses var of type Class(Y)  6  30.00% 

Method  Method  Y uses var of type Class(X)  6  30.00% 

Method  Method  X assigns var of type Class(Y) 5  25.00% 

Method  Method  Y uses field on Class(X)  5  25.00% 

Field  Method  Y uses X  5  50.00% 

Method  Method  X instantiates Class(Y)  4  20.00% 

Method  Class  X uses Y’s field  4  66.67% 

* Totals exclude relations between the same elements 
† Percentage is within relations of the same kind (e.g. Method→Method, or 
Class→Field) 
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5.5.2 Relationships in enhancement and debugging 

The code relationships that were observed in the participants’ navigation periods were 

partitioned according to the type of maintenance task (enhancement or debugging).  The 

navigation relationship data was analyzed for systematic differences in the common relations 

visited during enhancement and debugging tasks.  All relations having a cumulative 

frequency of five or more in both task types were included in the analysis.  The test for an 

association between the frequency distributions of the common relations and the maintenance 

task type was not statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval (Pearson’s Χ2 = 

0.816).  Regarding Hypotheses #7 above, there is a lack of statistical evidence that the 

participants visited commonly-shared relationships in different proportions during 

enhancement and debugging tasks.  Several unique relationships existed in the different task 

types, however.  The top ten most frequently observed code relations are for debugging and 

enhancement tasks are shown in Table 25 and Table 26, respectively.  The relationships that 

appear in both task types are shaded. 
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Table 25. Top 10 most frequently occurring relations in debugging tasks 
Start (X)  Current (Y)  Relation  Total*  %† 

Method  Method  Is same?  15  35.71% 

Method  Method  X uses field on Class(Y)  14  51.85% 

Method  Method  X calls method on Class(Y)  13  48.15% 

Method  Method  Y uses field on Class(X)  12  44.44% 

Method  Field  Class(X) == class(Y)  11  40.74% 

Method  Method  X assigns var of type Class(Y)  11  40.74% 

Method  Method  X uses var of type Class(Y)  11  55.00% 

Method  Field  X uses Y  10  50.00% 

Method  Method  X assigns field on Class(Y)  10  37.04% 

Method  Method  Class(Y) = Class(X)  10  37.04% 

* Totals exclude relations between the same elements 
† Percentage is within relations of the same kind (e.g. Method→Method, or Class→Field) 
 

Table 26. Top 10 most frequently occurring relations in enhancement tasks 
Start (X)  Current (Y)  Relation  total*  %† 

Method  Method  X calls method on Class(Y)  21  39.62% 

Method  Method  X uses var of type Class(Y)  19  35.85% 

Method  Method  Is same?  18  25.35% 

Method  Method  X assigns var of type Class(Y)  17  32.08% 

Method  Method  X uses field on Class(Y)  15  28.30% 

Method  Method  Y calls method on Class(X)  14  26.42% 

Method  Method  Y uses var of type Class(X)  14  26.42% 

Method  Method  Y uses field on Class(X)  13  24.53% 

Method  Method  X instantiates Class(Y)  13  24.53% 

Method  Method  Y assigns var of type Class(X)  12  22.64% 

* Totals exclude relations between the same elements 
† Percentage is within relations of the same kind (e.g. Method→Method, or Class→Field) 

 
The top ten most frequently observed code relationships for enhancement and 

debugging have six relationships in common, however, the differences are illuminating.  

First, two relationships between methods and fields exist in the debugging relationships.  As 

discussed in previously, field variables often represent the state of a particular class and 
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influence that class’ behavior.  In the debugging tasks, the relationship Method X uses Field 

Y accounts for 50% of all Method→Field relationships.  Three of the top five relationships 

for debugging concern the use of field variables.  These relationships, in a debugging 

context, are perhaps indicative of the participants trying to determine why fields used in a 

method have a particular value or state (this observation is explored more fully in Section 

5.6).  Note that, in the Paint application, the behavior for both the UNDO and YELLOW 

tasks is controlled by the state of field variables. 

The directionality of the unique enhancement relationships is also noteworthy; three 

of the four are relationships from the current element back to the starting element.  This is 

markedly different from the debugging relationships, where eight of the ten relationships are 

from the starting element to the current element.  As previously discussed, developers 

investigating debugging activities often begin at a starting point and then branch outward to 

identify the origin of the faulty behavior.  In the case of enhancement tasks, this strategy 

seems to be reversed in some cases.  The unique relationships in Table 26 indicate that users 

start with a particular element and then explore how that element is used by other elements, 

not how the element uses other elements.  The difference is subtle but significant.  It suggests 

that developers are looking for examples of how to create some functionality, or how 

different elements work together.  The differences between the information used in 

debugging and enhancement tasks will be explored more fully in Section 5.6. 
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5.6 Information used in debugging and enhancement tasks 

While the code relationships analyzed in Sections 3.8 and 5.5 provide some insight 

into the information sought by developers during maintenance tasks, the analysis is restricted 

to a code-oriented view of the system and is limited to the set of relations captured.  This 

section describes a qualitative analysis of the participants’ navigation activities to gain a 

broader perspective on what information participants were gathering from their navigation 

activities and to determine how participants used this information. 

5.6.1 Qualitative analysis method 

During the activity-labeling of the participants’ event logs in Study 2 (Section 5.3), 

additional information was collected for Reading and Mimec-related activities (i.e. using the 

Mimec Spotlight to gain information about a Java element).  The information collected 

answered three questions:  

1)  What information is being read/investigated (e.g. code element, web search 

result)?  

2) How is this information related to the code the participant is currently 

investigating? 

3)  How is the information ultimately used by the participant?   

These three questions were answered using informal, descriptive text when and Reading and 

Mimec navigation activities were identified.  For Reading activities, this information was 

recorded only when it was clear what the object of the participant’s attention was.  In some 
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instances of Reading activities, the developer was scanning the code quickly, making it 

impossible to accurately determine what information was being read.  In total, 93 instances of 

Reading activities and 52 instances of Mimec navigations were analyzed.  Reading activities 

included the reading of source code (45 instances), reading of Java documentation (eight 

instances), reading information associated with the debugger (four instances) and reading of 

web documentation (36 instances).  Mimec activities included using both the Spotlight popup 

(38 instances) window and the Spotlight view (14 instances).   

After collecting the initial descriptive text, open coding [35] was performed on the 

data.  Open coding is a form of qualitative analysis where information and concepts in 

descriptive text are identified and categorized.  When coding the text of Reading and Mimec 

navigation activities, focus was placed on objectively describing the information read by the 

participant (e.g. the code elements or search results) rather than on trying to interpret the 

participants’ state of mind or rationale.  The open coding was performed by a single 

investigator, and the coding schema was stable after three iterations through Reading and 

Mimec navigation data sets for all participants.   

The categories coded for Reading and Mimec activities and the possible values are 

listed in Appendix H.  For Reading, the categories are applied to the information in the 

source code or web browser currently being read by the user.  For Mimec activities, the 

categories are applied to the related elements generated by the Spotlight on a specific 

element.  Also, for Mimec activities, the code relationship between an element and the target 
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provided by Spotlight was recorded.  For each Mimec activity, it was also noted if the 

participant used the Spotlight’s source preview feature. 

5.6.2 Types of information relevance 

The success or lack of success that users were able to acquire information was first 

examined.  First, the Reading and Mimec activities were categorized according to the 

relevance type of the information in each activity, which describes the purpose the 

information serves in completing the maintenance task.  Possible values are duplicate, edit, 

reference, supportive, and understand (see Appendix H for a description of each type).  

Table 27 shows the relevance types observed across all Reading and Mimec navigations and 

whether the information was successfully used to assist in completion of the task. 
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Table 27. Successes of the different information relevance types 
 

 

Participants were almost always successful in finding information for duplication 

purposes (94.7% successful).  That is, the information they were reading and chose to 

duplicate was almost always used to progress toward completing the maintenance task.  

However, when referencing information to guide new code implementation, the participants 

only successfully used the information 47.4% of the time.  The participants were least 

successful in using information to understand the behavior of the application or code element 

(70.7% unsuccessful).  Many of these unsuccessful ventures may be an unavoidable part of 

Relevance type Success?  total %

duplicate 

successful  18  94.7%

maybe  1  5.3%

unsuccessful 0  0.0%

edit 

successful  2  66.7%

maybe  1  33.3%

unsuccessful 0  0.0%

reference 

successful  9  47.4%

maybe  1  5.3%

unsuccessful 9  47.4%

supportive 

successful  5  100.0%

maybe  0  0.0%

unsuccessful 0  0.0%

understand 

successful  24  24.2%

maybe  5  5.1%

unsuccessful 70  70.7%

Total 

successful  58  40.0%
maybe  8  5.5%

unsuccessful 79  54.5%

145 
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hypothesis refinement as developers try to identify the origins of behavior in the system.  

Also, once a developer understands how a particular portion of the system behaves, the 

developer will likely not need to visit that portion of the code in search of behavior later on.  

Thus, the proportion of unsuccessful uses of information may be unduly high.  Still, 99 of 

145 (68.3%) of the observed information-gathering activities were for purposes of 

understanding the behavior of the code, suggesting both the prevalence and importance of 

program comprehension activities during maintenance tasks.  The differences in the 

proportions of successful use of information for duplication, reference, and understanding 

serve as the basis for two new theories of software maintenance, as described in Section 6. 

The information relevance types were further categorized according to the type of 

maintenance task during which the information was sought (either enhancement or 

debugging).  These data are shown in Table 28. 
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Table 28. Successes of the different information relevance types per maintenance task type 
Relevance type  Success?  Debugging  Enhancement 

total % total % 

duplicate 

Successful  2 100.0% 16 94.1% 

Maybe  0 0.0% 1 5.9% 

Unsuccessful 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

edit 

Successful  1 100.0% 1 50.0% 

Maybe  0 0.0% 1 50.0% 

Unsuccessful 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

reference 

Successful  2 66.7% 7 43.8% 

Maybe  0 0.0% 1 6.3% 

Unsuccessful 1 33.3% 8 50.0% 

supportive 

Successful  5 100.0% 0 0.0% 

Maybe  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

Unsuccessful 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

understand 

Successful  10 20.8% 14 27.5% 

Maybe  3 6.3% 2 3.9% 

Unsuccessful 35 72.9% 35 68.6% 

Total 

Successful  20 33.9% 38 44.2% 

Maybe  3 5.1% 5 5.8% 

Unsuccessful 36 61.0% 43 50.0% 

59 86
 

The enhancement tasks contained the majority of duplicate and reference information 

relevance types (89.5% for duplicates, 84.2% for references), both of which are used for 

creating new code6.  The number of understand information relevance types appear in near 

                                                 

6 It should be noted that both enhancement tasks (THICKNESS and LINE) could be completed almost entirely 
through copying and slightly modifying existing code.   
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equal numbers in both enhancement and debugging, though the proportions differ (59.3% in 

enhancement, 81.4% in debugging).  The proportions are skewed heavily by the presence of 

references and duplications in enhancement tasks and their relative absence in debugging 

tasks, and the simplicity of the changes required to fix the debugging tasks in the Paint 

application.  Nonetheless, that 59.3% of the enhancement information types were for 

purposes of understanding confirms that developers must still spend effort to understand the 

behavior of a system before making a change; simply scanning for similar code and 

duplicating it is not sufficient to complete an enhancement task. 

5.6.3 Relationship of information to programming task 

In the previous subsection, the way in which information was relevant to completing 

the maintenance tasks was examined.  In this section, the relationship of the information to 

the current task is examined.  Possible relationships are described in Appendix H.  The code 

values answer the question, “How is the information related to the current task or code 

element being examined?”  Again, the evaluation of the information focuses on the objective 

traits of the information, not developer hypotheses.  The relationships between information 

and task for each type of maintenance task are shown in 103HTable 29. 
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Table 29. Task-information relationships for each task type 
How is information related? Debugging  Enhancement Overall 

total % total % total  % 

BehaviorControl  13 22.0% 14 16.3% 27  18.6% 

CodeDefinition  1 1.7% 6 7.0% 7  4.8% 

Description  4 6.8% 11 12.8% 15  10.3% 

ElementUsage  4 6.8% 10 11.6% 14  9.7% 

Error  0 0.0% 1 1.2% 1  0.7% 

FunctionSimilarity  4 6.8% 21 24.4% 25  17.2% 

Keyword  19 32.2% 13 15.1% 32  22.1% 

N/A  5 8.5% 10 11.6% 15  10.3% 

Propagation  4 6.8% 0 0.0% 4  2.8% 

Shortcut  5 8.5% 0 0.0% 5  3.5% 
 

The task-information relationships provide insight into what knowledge the 

participants were trying to obtain during the maintenance tasks.  In both debugging and 

enhancement tasks, one of the most frequently occurring relationships is BehaviorControl.  

BehaviorControl refers to information that determines when and why a method is called.  

Such relationships are essential for rebuilding steps that an application takes when the 

program is executed, or when tracing backward from a particular element to determine how 

the element is reached during execution.  Intuitively, it is expected that debugging tasks, 

which are largely concerned with behavior tracing, should have greater proportions of 

BehaviorControl information than enhancement tasks.  Yet, these relationships are an 

important part of enhancement tasks, perhaps as developers build the context for 

implementing the change or in searching for the appropriate elements to duplicate.   

The high proportion of FunctionSimilarity task-information relationships in 

enhancement tasks (24.4%) compared to debugging tasks (6.8%) suggests that the 
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participants are actively seeking similar code to duplicate and extend during enhancement 

tasks.  Also, the proportions of ElementUsage and Description task-information relationships 

are higher in enhancement than in debugging.  As with FunctionSimilarity, these 

relationships are concerned more with how an element is used and what an element does, 

contrasted with why some behavior occurs involving an element.  These data inform an 

additional theory of software maintenance discussed Section 6. 

5.6.4 Evaluation of the Mimec Spotlight 

The types of information relevance and their successes were categorized according to 

whether information was gathered during Reading or using Mimec navigation.  These data 

are shown in Table 30.    
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Table 30. Relevance type success method 
Relevance type  Success?  Reading  Mimec 

total % total % 

duplicate 

successful  16 100.0% 1 33.3% 

maybe  0 0.0% 2 66.7% 

unsuccessful 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

edit 

successful  0 0.0% 1 33.3% 

maybe  0 0.0% 2 66.7% 

successful  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

reference 

successful  7 70.0% 2 22.2% 

maybe  0 0.0% 1 11.1% 

unsuccessful 3 30.0% 6 66.7% 

supportive 

successful  5 100.0% 0 0.0% 

maybe  0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

unsuccessful 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 

understand 

successful  19 30.6% 5 13.5% 

maybe  0 0.0% 5 13.5% 

unsuccessful 43 69.4% 27 73.0% 

Total 

successful  47 50.5% 9 17.3% 

maybe  0 0% 10 19.2% 

unsuccessful 46 50.5% 33 63.5% 

93 52
 

Reading activities had a higher proportion of success for all information relevance 

types over the Mimec Spotlight tool.  Several aspects of the Mimec Spotlight tool’s design 

likely contributed to the high “unsuccessful” proportions.  First, as mentioned in Section 4.2, 

if the Spotlight Tool was invoked on a Java element inside of a Java method, the relations for 

the method were returned rather than the selected element.  Participants invoked the Spotlight 

tool on elements inside methods (22/52 times), no doubt leading to confusion.  Also, 

participants at times only expanded the trees in the Spotlight popup to the Class level, and 
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not to the Member level (see Figure 12 above).  Participants selecting a Class were taken to 

the top of a class file, instead of the particular line in the class where the source element the 

Spotlight was invoked on is referenced.  Finally, a participant who looked at the Spotlight 

relation results (particularly when hovering) may still use the information to eliminate 

exploratory hypotheses, though invoking the Spotlight but not following a relation always 

resulted in an “unsuccessful” activity.  Ten of the 33 (30.3%) unsuccessful uses of the Mimec 

Spotlight were these aborted attempts where no file was visited.  

The Spotlight relations that were followed by the participants are shown Table 31.  

The relations listed are from the Spotlight relation target to the element the Spotlight was 

invoked on. From the example in Figure 12 above, invoking the Spotlight on the 

constructionBeginning() method, and then following the “Fields Accessed” relation to the 

PaintWindow.canvas field would result in a FieldUsedBy relation in Table 31. 

Table 31. Spotlight relations followed per task type 
Spotlight relation type 
(Target → Element) 

Debugging  Enhancement 

total % % successful* total %  % successful*

CallsMethod  1 4.8% 0% 4 12.9%  50.0%

CallsMethodOn  7 33.3% 28.6% 3 9.7%  33.3%

FieldAssignedBy  2 9.5% 50.0% 4 12.9%  100%

FieldUsedBy  1 4.8% 100% 7 22.6%  85.7%

MethodCalledBy  3 14.3% 66.7% 0 0.0%  N/A

N/A  4 19.0% 0% 10 32.3%  0%

Parameter  1 4.8% 0% 0 0.0%  N/A

TypeUsedBy  2 9.5% 0% 3 9.7%  0%

*  % successful in this table includes both “successful” and “maybe” 
As noted previously, the overall proportion of success regarding information provided 

by Mimec was low (17.3%).  For relations between a Java member (i.e. fields or methods, 
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but not classes) and a Java class, the information provided by the Mimec Spotlight was 

successfully or possibly (“maybe” success categorization) used in only 18.8% of the cases.  

However, for all of the relations that were between two Java members the information 

provided by the Mimec Spotlight was successfully or possibly used in 72.7% of the cases.  

Furthermore, of the successfully-used relations, 68.4% used the source preview popup 

feature of the Mimec Spotlight.  These data suggest that the Spotlight tool can potentially 

help developers finding information relevant to their programming task when the design 

limitations of the tool are overcome. 

5.7 Limitations 

The study described in this section is subject to a number of limitations.  All of the 

limitations for Study 1 described in Section 3.9 apply to this study as well.  Additional 

limitations for this study are described below. 

5.7.1 Construct validity 

Information coding.  Only one investigator performed the open coding of the 

information in Section 5.6.  As with the activity labeling, another investigator may have 

applied different codes to the information gathered during Reading and Mimec navigation 

activities.  The information data were coded and verified over three passes through all of the 

data to ensure consistency among the coding scheme applied. 
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Time limits.  The participants were limited to 15 minutes for each maintenance task.  

During each programming task, the participants must spend time to identify elements 

relevant to the change task, to comprehend the elements, to implement the changes, and to 

test the change.  The beginning of the task is typically filled with identification and 

information gathering, whereas editing occurs later in the task.  By limiting the time spent on 

a task to 15 minutes, there is a danger that a number of editing (and other) activities will be 

lost, thereby distorting the proportion of information gathering activities to be higher than it 

would if the participant were allowed to work until the task was completed.   

5.7.2 Internal validity 

Maturation.  The participants undoubtedly encountered a maturation effect as they 

became more familiar with the Paint application during the course of the study.  As the 

participants became more familiar with the Paint application, they would likely have to spend 

less time searching for information in subsequent enhancement and debugging tasks.  Two 

steps were taken to reduce the impact of this maturation effect. First, all participants were 

given a preliminary familiarization task specifically designed to require the participants to 

understand multiple parts of the paint system.  The data from this familiarization task is not 

analyzed in this study.  Second, the debugging and enhancement tasks were presented in 

different orders according to the study design described in Section 5.2. 
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5.7.3 External validity 

Controlled experimental setting. Forcing the participants to switch to a new task may 

have caused the participants to deviate from their normal problem-solving behaviors if they 

became anxious to complete the tasks rather than “fail” at multiple tasks.  Also, the presence 

of the investigator during the study sessions likely increased the Hawthorne effect on the 

participants.  The investigator sat apart from the study subject and assured the participants 

that their performance was not being measured to alleviate some of this effect. 

5.8 Summary 

The study in this sections focuses on the differences in the navigation activities, code 

relationships followed, and information used by participants when completing two types of 

software maintenance activities: enhancement and debugging tasks.  Specifically, the 

following hypotheses were examined: 

Hypothesis 5: The amount of time spent navigating during a maintenance task is 

dependent on the type of maintenance task: enhancement or debugging; 

Hypothesis 6: The number of file switches during a maintenance task is dependent on 

the type of maintenance task: enhancement or debugging; and 

Hypothesis 7: The specific types of code relationships followed explicitly and 

implicitly during navigation depend on the type of maintenance task: enhancement 

and debugging tasks. 
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Statistical analyses of the duration of navigation activities and number of files 

switches during enhancement and debugging tasks did not yield statistically significant 

differences (F(1,7) p = 0.2500 for navigation duration, F(1,7), p=0.1304 for file switching).  

Therefore, the data do not support Hypotheses #5 and #6.  Instead, these the navigation times 

and number of files switches appear to be influenced by the localization of the functionality 

required to understand and to implement a maintenance task: tasks where the functionality is 

contained to a single file contain less overall navigation, whereas tasks that are distributed 

over two or more files require more navigation.  This observation is intuitive, but strengthens 

the argument that good support for collecting information distributed over a number of files 

is a key component to reducing the amount of time spent navigating overall.   

Analysis of the code relationships explored during enhancement and debugging tasks 

yielded some differences between the two maintenance task types and some similarities.  No 

statistically significant difference was found in the proportions of code relationships visited 

among the commonly-shared relationships in enhancement and debugging tasks Pearson’s Χ2 

= 0.816).  However, some unique code relationships existed in the debugging and 

enhancement tasks.  Code relationships involving field variables were more common during 

debugging tasks, perhaps indicating the participants’ focus on information that represents the 

state of the application.  Also, the unique relationships among enhancement tasks show a 

specific directionality: from the current element to the element at the start of navigation.  

These relationships suggest that the participants were sometimes investigating how an 

element uses other elements, rather than how an element is used by other elements.  These 
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observations provide partial support for Hypothesis #7 and motivate an inquiry into the type 

of information sought by developers during debugging and enhancement tasks. 

Qualitative analysis was conducted of the information viewed during participants’ 

Reading and Mimec navigation activities to gain into the nature and use of information 

gathered by the participants.  The analysis revealed important differences between the types 

of information gathered in debugging and enhancement tasks and differences in how the 

information is used.  Enhancement tasks involved looking for information to duplicate or 

reference, whereas debugging tasks involved using information mostly for purposes of 

understanding system behavior.  These observations serve as the basis for three new theories 

regarding software maintenance, as discussed in Section 6.  Finally, the Mimec Spotlight tool 

was evaluated, and its usefulness was hampered by a number of design flaws.  However, the 

Spotlight tools shows potential for assisting developers in finding information relevant to 

their programming task.   
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6 New Theories Regarding Software Maintenance Tasks 

The studies described in this research culminate in the analysis described in Section 

5.6 of the information searched for, related to, collected, and used by developers during 

enhancement and debugging tasks.  This section describes three new theories pertaining to 

the use of information during maintenance tasks, focusing particularly on the ways that 

developers use information during enhancement activities compared with debugging 

activities. 

6.1 The Influence of Logical Requirements and Cognitive Load on Task 

Success 

As noted in Section 5.6.2, developers successfully used information 94.4% of the 

time when evaluating that information for duplication to complete the maintenance task.  

This high success rate indicates that the participants are confident (at least in the context of 

the Paint application) that the information they are copying will lead them to the solution.  

Most duplication involved copying several lines, and having multiple lines may provide more 

contextual information for understanding the function of a section of code, more so than a 

single line of code.  Furthermore, duplication is a matching activity – developers have a 

concept in their mind of what should be done and must find something similar in the code.  

Compare this to trying to identify a faulty line of code or trace a chain of behavior; the 

developer has an effect in mind and match it to a cause, requiring a logical evaluation rather 
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than a pattern match.  Consider also the approximately 50-50 success/failure rate for 

reference types.  References and duplications share a common purpose in creating new code 

based on existing code, but references require a constant comparison between the new code 

and the existing reference to evaluate form and design.  On the other hand, duplications are 

copies that are changed without reference to another element; in fact, they may be considered 

their own references.  These observations lead to the following theories about developer 

behavior: 

Theory 1: Developers are less likely to progress toward completing a 

maintenance task when the correct implementation of new code or correct editing 

of existing code requires logical connections and/or evaluations of other code 

elements.   

Theory 2: New code that has been duplicated from another source acts as a self-

reference, thereby requiring developers to make fewer logical evaluations and 

increasing the likelihood the duplicated information will be successfully used in 

completing a task. 

These theories have psychological basis in the concept of cognitive load [36] and 

chunking [21], which state that different conceptual entities take up various amounts of 

human working memory, and that working memory capacity is limited.  When the limit is 

exceeded, information may be lost, forcing the person to retrieve the information again and 

attempt to tie it to other concepts held in working memory.  Researchers have found 
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cognitive load to be an important factor in programmer’s abilities to complete programming 

tasks of varying complexity [1, 4, 10, 23, 41]. 

Since most references occur in enhancements, and 50% of references are 

unsuccessful, providing developers with IDE facilities that support referencing other 

elements when writing new code should be beneficial.  As noted in [17], IDEs offer poor 

support for collecting information relevant to a programming task.  In Eclipse, for example, 

two source files can be displayed side-by-side in separate source editor windows, but there is 

little screen real estate for displaying of the actual code.  Maximizing these two windows 

side-by-side requires significant UI manipulation.  Also, there is no support for displaying 

two elements in the same source file unless they appear physically next to each other.  

Providing IDE support for collecting and displaying referential information during an 

enhancement task may improve the likelihood of creating new source code successfully. 

6.2   Characteristics  of  information  used  in  enhancement  and 

debugging tasks 

What knowledge the participants were trying to obtain during the maintenance tasks 

is also influenced by maintenance task type.  In enhancement tasks, the participants looked at 

greater proportions of two key task-information relations: FunctionSimilarity and 

ElementUsage.  Functionally-similar code serves two purposes.  First, it provides a clue as to 

where the new functionality should be placed with respect to existing code (e.g. the new 

slider for controlling paintbrush thickness should probably be near the sliders for color 
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control).  Second, functionally-similar code provides evidence as to how the new code should 

be written to obtain similar functionality and to be consistent with existing code in the 

system.  Enhancement tasks also a have higher proportion of ElementUsage task-information 

relations; ElementUsage refers to how a field is used by other Java elements.  These fields 

encapsulate behavior, and ElementUsage relationships answer the question, “How is this 

element used to obtain some behavior?”  Contrast this with BehaviorControl relations, which 

describe why some behavior occurs.  These observations, coupled with the code relationships 

analysis in Section 5.5.2, suggest that enhancement tasks are characterized by how questions, 

whereas debugging tasks are characterized by why questions (a theory positioned by [15, 

17]).  A new theory is proposed to account for this difference: 

Theory 3: Specific software behavior is often identified through analysis of a 

sequence of events and the control structures that propagate those events through 

the system, whereas a functional concept is often identified through comparisons, 

similarities, and references of existing functionality. 

The identification of functional concepts and the identification of particular behavior 

share some similarities.  Both involve collecting information in several steps and possibly 

iterative hypothesis refinement in determining where behavior is located.  However, the type 

of information sought when collecting functional concepts and when collecting specific 

behaviors is fundamentally different.  Identifying a functional concept involves searching for 

relevant information and comparing it to some mental conception of desired behavior, 

whereas identifying specific behavior involves piecing together a chain of evidence into a 
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conceptual whole.  This proposed theory is further strengthened by how the information is 

used toward the completion of the task (see Table 32).  Higher proportions of the information 

investigated were copied and edited in enhancement tasks than in debugging tasks, whereas a 

higher proportion of the information was used for further investigation in debugging tasks. 

Table 32. How is information used per task type 
How used?*  Debugging  Enhancement

total % total %

Copied  3 5.1% 15 17.4%

DebugControl 4 6.8% 1 1.2%

Edit  7 11.9% 19 22.1%

Investigate  12 20.3% 10 11.6%

Not Used  19 32.2% 31 36.0%

Search  4 6.8% 0 0.0%

Test  5 8.5% 4 4.7%

Thwarted  1 1.7% 1 1.2%

Unclear  4 6.8% 5 5.8%

* Coding labels are described in Appendix H. 
 

IDEs provide support for identifying specific behavior in the form of debuggers, 

which allow the user to step through the execution of the system, observing the values of data 

variables and displaying the chain of method calls at any time during execution.  No such 

direct support exists for collecting information for comparison based on similarity to a 

desired functional concept.  The closest approximation to such a tool is a search facility 

where users can enter a keyword representing the concept and hope for a useful result.  

However, keyword searches are subject to the vocabulary problem [9] where developers may 

choose different names for the same concept. 
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7 Research Summary 

The goal of this research is to create theories that describe the nature of information 

sought by developers and how that information is used by developers during debugging and 

enhancement maintenance tasks.  To meet this goal, six specific hypotheses are investigated 

with respect to the navigation activities undertaken by developers to identify, relate, and 

collect information during software maintenance tasks:  

Hypothesis 1: The amount of time developers spend navigating to collect information 

relevant to a maintenance task differs depending on the type of navigation method; 

Hypothesis 2: Navigation periods that leverage static code relationships are shorter in 

duration than navigation periods employing keyword searching methods;   

Hypothesis 3: Navigation periods that incorporate static code relationships are 

shorter in duration than navigation periods employing normal navigation 

methods;   

Hypothesis 4: There is a difference in the specific type of code relationships followed 

explicitly and implicitly by “fast” navigators” developers vs. “slow” navigators; 

Hypothesis 5: The amount of time spent navigating during a maintenance task is 

dependent on the type of maintenance task: enhancement or debugging; 

Hypothesis 6: The number of file switches during a maintenance task is dependent on 

the type of maintenance task: enhancement or debugging; and 
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Hypothesis 7: The specific types of code relationships followed explicitly and 

implicitly during navigation depend on the type of maintenance task: enhancement 

and debugging tasks. 

Data from two empirical studies of 18 developers performing enhancement and 

debugging tasks were used to investigate these hypotheses using a combination of statistical 

and qualitative methods.   In the first study, it was observed that the navigation styles used by 

developers to find information (static navigation, normal navigation, and keyword searching) 

differ significantly in the amount of time spent collecting information (Hypothesis 1 

supported).  Furthermore, static navigation techniques are significantly shorter in duration 

than keyword search techniques (Hypothesis 2 supported), but static navigation techniques 

are not significantly shorter than normal navigation techniques (Hypothesis 3 not supported).    

Differences in the code relationships investigated by fast and slow navigators were also 

observed.  The slower navigators spent more time browsing or selecting the methods in 

classes they visited, while the fast navigators followed direct static links regarding the uses 

and assignment of fields examined classes whose fields were assigned by the starting 

method.  However, the fast and slow navigators shared many code relationships in common 

(Hypothesis 4 partially supported).  

The comparison of the navigation methods and information used in enhancement and 

debugging tasks was the focus of the second study.  No statistically significant differences 

were observed in the durations of navigation periods during debugging and enhancement 

tasks (Hypothesis 5 not supported), nor was there a statistically significant difference in the 
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number of file switches during debugging and enhancement tasks (Hypothesis 6 not 

supported).  The differences in code relationships of elements navigated to and from during 

enhancement and debugging tasks were also examined in the second study.  Code 

relationships observed during debugging tasks focused on information that controls the state 

and behavior a particular element.  The unique relationships in enhancement tasks focused on 

how an element uses other elements, rather than how an element is used by other elements.  

Debugging and enhancement tasks shared many common code relationships also shared 

many code relationships in common (Hypothesis 7 partially supported).   

The analysis of the code relationships motivated further study of the nature of the 

information gathered by developers in enhancement and debugging tasks.   The information 

(source code, Java documentation, and web search results) was analyzed with respect to the 

content of the information, how the information was related to the task and code elements 

being investigated, and how the information was used.  This qualitative analysis led to the 

following new theories on software maintenance: 

Theory 1: Developers are less likely to progress toward completing a 

maintenance task when the correct implementation of new code or correct editing 

of existing code requires logical connections and/or evaluations of other code 

elements.   

Theory 2: New code that has been duplicated from another source acts as a self-

reference, thereby requiring developers to make fewer logical evaluations and 
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increasing the likelihood the duplicated information will be successfully used in 

completing a task. 

Theory 3: Specific software behavior is often identified through analysis of a 

sequence of events and the control structures that propagate those events through 

the system, whereas a functional concept is often identified through comparisons, 

similarities, and references of existing functionality. 

These theories are new contributions to the field of software maintenance and 

program comprehension theory.  These theories can be further evaluated to help guide the 

creation of tools and strategies for assisting developers in finding relevant information during 

software maintenance tasks.  One such tool, the Mimec Spotlight, has been proposed and 

evaluated in this research.  While the Spotlight tool was hampered by several design errors, it 

shows promise for helping developers find information relevant to enhancement and 

debugging tasks. 

Future work on this research will involve investigating additional code relationships 

that are latent in the source code elements that are visited by developers when collecting 

information.  New code relationships that provide a different perspective on the system may 

be a useful source of information for developers.  Another avenue of future work is to 

identify strategies and create tools that assist developers when searching for code to duplicate 

during enhancement tasks: a challenge which IDEs have thus far failed to meet.  The ultimate 

goal of this future work, and the research presented in this dissertation, is to make it simpler 
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and quicker for software developers to find and collect information relevant to software 

maintenance tasks. 
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Appendix A  Participant questionnaire 

 

Figure 16. Survey questionnaire 
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Appendix B  Programming tasks for the Paint application 

The following task descriptions were provided for the Paint application (sans labels). Taken 

from [17]. 

YELLOW: Users complained that they can’t select yellow.  Fix Paint so that users can paint 

with the color yellow. 

 

UNDO: Users complained that the “Undo my last stroke” button doesn’t always work. Fix 

Paint so that the Undo my last stroke button undoes the last stroke or clear of the canvas. 

 

LINE: Users requested a line tool. There’s a radio button for it, but it doesn’t work yet. 

Create a line tool that allows users to draw a line between two points. Users should be 

able to see the line while dragging. 

 

THICKNESS: Users requested control over the stroke thickness of the pencil, eraser, and 

line tools. Create a thickness slider that controls the stroke thickness for all tools, with a 

pixel range of 1 to 50. 

 

SCROLL: Users complained that scroll bars don’t always appear after painting outside the 

canvas, but when they do appear, the canvas doesn’t look right.  Fix Paint so that: 

1. The scroll bars appear immediately when painting outside the visible canvas, and 
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2. The canvas is correctly rendered when using the scrollbars to navigate the canvas. 
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Appendix C  Programming tasks for MedReporter 

LIST: Users have requested a menu option that lists the patient id number and name of all 

patients. Change MedReporter to include a menu option that, when selected, lists the id 

number and name of each patient in the system.  Each patient should be on a separate 

line. 

 

DISPLAY: Users would like patient records to be displayed in a more organized manner. 

Change MedReporter so that it displays patient information in the following manner: 

Patient ID: xxx Age: xxx 

Check in time: xxx Heart rate: xxx 

First name: xxx Respirations: xxx 

Last name: xxx Blood pressure: xxx 

Status: xxx 

 

HEIGHT: Users complained that the MedReporter does not track patients’ heights and 

weights. Change MedReporter so that users can enter a patient’s height and weight.  The 

height and weight information should be saved with the patient’s record and should be 

shown whenever a patient’s record is displayed on the screen. 
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BILLING: The MedReporter customers have altered their patient billing costs and are 

requesting changes to how the patient bills are calculated.  Currently, the bills are based 

on a service fee ($25) that is multiplied by a factor depending on the patient’s status.   

Make the following changes to the MedReporter: 

• Surgery patients should be charged 10x the service fee. 

• ICU patients should be charged 8x the service fee. 

• Overnight patients should be charged 5x the service fee. 

• There is no change to routine patients.   

• Add a new status for patients called SPECIAL_CARE.  Special care patients are 

charged 20x the normal service fee. 

• The basic consulting fee for visiting the hospital should be changed to $150. 
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Appendix D – Activity labels and categorizations 

Activity labels 

Table 33. List of activity labels 
Switching to Eclipse    Creating a new project    Set breakpoint 

Switching to documentation    Create new non‐source file    Unset breakpoint [multiple] 

Switching away from Eclipse    Creating a new class [cancel]    Debug execution 

Switch perspective    Creating a new package    Debug control 

Switch to source file    Creating new source folder    Debug action 

Switch to other file         

    Java/file search    Executing [already open] 

Other navigation    Navigating search results    Executing test case(s) 

Editing    Find/replace    Navigate test result 

Other editing    Display static dependencies     

Reading    Navigating a static 
dependency 

  Problem view navigation 

         

Start workbench    End of recording    Source window maximize 

Close workbench        Source window unmaximize 

    Project/environment 
configuration 

   

 

The following list provides some further definition of the types of user interaction 

that were labeled as particular activities: 

• Other navigation – using navigation history (Alt-Left), interacting with the content 

outline, expanding trees in the Package Explorer, browsing in the Package Explorer 

• Project/environment configuration – changing project settings, changing Eclipse 

preferences 
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• Debug control – Resume, Terminate, Stepping in the Debugging perspective 

• Debug action – Any interaction with the Debugging perspective’s data fields 

• Java/file search – Search dialog for file/java/plug-in/task search 

• Navigating search results – navigating to a file from file/java search results 

• Find/replace – traditional text find and replace (CTRL-F) 

• Display static dependencies – showing the call hierarchy for a Java Element, showing 

references to a Java element, showing the type hierarchy for a Java element 

• Navigating a static dependency – Following a code reference or declaration using Eclipse 

shortcuts, navigating from the call hierarchy, type hierarchy, or references of a Java 

element 

Activity categorizations 

In instances where activities where categorized for analysis, the following 

classification schema was used.  The activities are highlighted by color above. 

• Editing (dark blue) – “Editing,” “Other editing,” “Creating a new class,” “Create a 

new non-source file”  

• Navigating (green) – “Switch to source file,” “Switch to other file,” “Other 

navigation” 

• Static navigation (light blue) – “Display static dependencies,” “Navigating a static 

dependency” 

• Searching (orange) – “Java/file search,” “Navigating search results,” “Find/replace” 
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• Reading (pink) – “Reading” 

• Executing (red) – “Executing,” “Executing test case(s),” “Navigate test result,” 

“Debug execution,” “Debug control,” “Debug action” 

• Other activity (white) – All activities that do not fall into one of the other categories. 

• Unknown – All unlabeled events 
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Appendix E  Relation schema description 

• Element – the java element that is the source of the relations (always either a class, constructor, method, or field) 

o Classes are just their type ( e.g. PaintWindow) 

o Constructors are the class name . constructor name (e.g. PaintWindow.PaintWindow) 

o For simple methods, it is class name . method name (e.g. PaintCanvas.undo) 

o For nested methods declared in a field or method, it’s class name . field/method name . method name (e.g. 

PaintWindow.colorChangeListener.stateChanged) 

o Fields are class name . field name (e.g. PaintWindow.paintCanvas) 

• Target – the unqualified name of the target element. 

o  e.g. in the method PencilPaint.paint(Graphics2D g), the target of the  method call g.setColor(color); is “setColor” 

• Target type – the Java type of a variable (only applies to variables and parameters) 

o e.g. in the method PencilPaint.paint(Graphics2D g), the target type of the parameter g is “Graphics2D” 

• Target method container – for variables and parameters only (not fields), the unqualified method name where the variable/parameter is defined 

o e.g. in the method PencilPaint.paint(Graphics2D g), the target method container of the parameter g is “paint” 

• Target class container 

o For method/constructor declarations, the name of the declaring class. 
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 For nested methods, the class containing the element declaring the method  (e.g. 

PaintWindow.colorChangeListener.stateChanged() -> PaintWindow) 

o For method calls, the name of the visible class containing the definition of the method (e.g. g.setColor(color) -> Graphics2D).  

When a method is defined on a supertype of the variable, the target class container is the supertype 

  (e.g. PaintWindow.gPanel is of type JPanel, but the method call gPanel.add(....) has target class container 

Component  

o For fields, the name of the class that declares the variable (e.g. Color.WHITE is Color) 

o For variables and parameters, it is the name of class containing the method where the variable is declared. 

• Target method-var instance 

o For method calls, the instance variable on which the method is called (e.g. g.setColor(color)-> g) 

o When a method is called that is defined/inherited in the calling class (e.g. setPreferredSize() on PaintWindow), the instance is this 

o Some method declarations, variable assignments, and parameter declarations may have this field filled. Ignore them. 

• Target method mutate? 

o For method calls, if the method changes the state of a variable (e.g. as a setter might), this will be TRUE. Blank otherwise. 
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Table 34. Schema for describing static code relationships 
Element  Element kind  Relation  Target 

element 
Target kind  Target 

type 
Target  
method 
container 

Target  
class 
container 

Target  
method‐var 
instance 

Target 
method 
mutate? 

[id]  (constructor|method)  Cast  [name]  Class           

[id]  Class  Class 
instantiation 

[name]  Class           

[id]  Class  Extension  [name]  Class           

[id]  Class  Implements  [name]  Class           

[id]  (constructor|method)  Class use  [name]  Class           

[id]  (class|field|constructor|method)  Method decl  [name]  Method      [classsname]  [variablename]   

[id]  (class|constructor|method)  Method call  [name]  Method      [classsname]  [variablename]  [TRUE] 

[id]  (class|constructor|method)  Var decl  [name]  (field|variable)  [type]  [methodname]  [classsname]     

[id]  (class|constructor|method  Var assign  [name]  (field|variable|parameter)  [type]  [methodname]  [classsname]  [variablename]   

[id]  (constructor|method)  Var use  [name]  (field|variable|parameter)  [type]  [methodname]  [classsname]     

[id]  (constructor|method)  Param decl  [name]  Parameter  [type]  [methodname]  [classsname]  [variablename]   

 

Relation types 

• cast – a class cast is applied (e.g. in PaintCanvas.paintComponent() is the line temporaryObject.paint((Graphics2D) g);.  The 

relation is that PaintCanvas.paintComponent casts Graphics2D.  Primitive casts are ignored (e.g. y = (int) x). 

• class instantiation – an element instantiates (calls a constructor on) a class. 

• extension – class A extends class B (superclass) 

• implements – class A implements class B (interface) 
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• class use – an element makes a static references to a class (e.g. setColor(Color.WHITE) is a use of Color, and setAction(PencilPaint.class)) is a use 

of Pencil Paint) 

• method decl – an element declares a method (ignoring inherited methods that are not overridden) 

• method call – an element makes a call to a method.  A call to a non-default constructor counts as a method call (and a class instantiation as well). 

• var decl – an element declares a variable/field (does not include parameter declarations/definitions in methods) 

• var assign – an element assigns a variable/field/parameter 

• var use – an element uses a variable/field/parameter (e.g. x is used in: y = x + 1, paint(x), and x.setColor()) 

• param decl – a method/constructor declares a parameter 

Other notes 

• Arrays are not counted as a separate type, e.g. the type of String[] args is String. 

• a line of the form int x = 1 is constituted of two relations: a declaration and an assignment 

• fields on arrays (i.e. points[].length) are ignored 

• super() constructors are ignored 
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Appendix F  List of examined static code relations 

Table 35. List of static code relations collected for the Paint application 
Start (X)  Current (Y)  Relation 

Class  Class  Is same? 

Class  Class  X extends Y 

Class  Class  Y extends X 

Class  Class  Y implements X 

Class  Class  X implements Y 

Class  Class  X instantiates Y 

Class  Class  Y instantiates X 

     
Class  Field  Y is of type X 

Class  Field  X is super(type(Y)) 

Class  Field  X declares Y 

Class  Field  X assigns Y 

     
Class  Method  Y uses var of type X 

Class  Method  Y assigns var of type X 

Class  Method  Y has param of type X 

Class  Method  Y calls X’s method 

Class  Method  Y instantiates X 

Class  Method  Y instantiates /uses/declares a var super/inter(X) 

Class  Method  Y overrides a method on X 

Class  Method  X calls Y 

Class  Method  X declares Y 

Class  Method  Y uses class X 

Class  Method  Y casts X 

Class  Method  Y decl var of type X 

Class  Method  Y uses X’s field 

Class  Method  Y assigns X’s field 
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Table 35. Continued 

Start (X)  Current (Y)  Relation 

Field  Class  Y declares X 

Field  Class  X is of type Y 

Field  Class  Y is super(type(X)) 

Field  Class  Y assigns X 

     
Field  Field  Method using (X) = method using (Y) 

Field  Field  Is same? 

Field  Field  Class(X) = Class(Y) 

Field  Field  Method assign (X) = method assign (Y) 

Field  Field  Type(X) = Type(Y) 

     
Field  Method  Y uses X 

Field  Method  class(Y) == class(X) 

Field  Method  Y assigns X 

Field  Method  X declares Y 

     
Method  Class  X calls Y’s method 

Method  Class  X uses Y’s field 

Method  Class  X uses var of type Y 

Method  Class  Y declares X 

Method  Class  X assigns var of type Y 

Method  Class  X instantiates Y 

Method  Class  X assigns Y’s field 

Method  Class  X overrides a method on X 

Method  Class  X instantiates/uses/declares a var of type super/inter(Y)

Method  Class  X has param of type Y 

Method  Class  X decl var of type Y 

Method  Class  Y calls X 

Method  Class  X casts Y 

Method  Class  X uses class Y 

Method  Field  X uses Y 
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Table 35. Continued 
Start (X)  Current (Y)  Relation 

Method  Field  Class(X) == class(Y) 

Method  Field  X assigns Y 

Method  Field  Y declares X 

Method  Method  X calls method on Class(Y) 

Method  Method  Class(Y) = Class(X) 

Method  Method  Y calls method on Class(X) 

Method  Method  Y uses field on Class(X) 

Method  Method  X uses field on Class(Y) 

Method  Method  Is same? 

Method  Method  X assigns field on Class(Y) 

Method  Method  Y assigns field on Class(X) 

Method  Method  X uses var of type Class(Y) 

Method  Method  X assigns var of type Class(Y) 

Method  Method  X instantiates Class(Y) 

Method  Method  X uses Class(Y) 

Method  Method  Y uses var of type Class(X) 

Method  Method  Y assigns var of type Class(X) 

Method  Method  Y instantiates Class(X) 

Method  Method  X calls Y 

Method  Method  Y calls X 

Method  Method  Y declares var of type Class(X) 

Method  Method  Y uses Class(X) 

Method  Method  X overrides Y 

Method  Method  Y overrides X 

Method  Method  X declares var of type Class(Y) 
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Appendix G  Familiarization task for the Paint application 

COLORS: Users have requested buttons that will set the drawing color to 

predefined colors without having to adjust the color sliders.  Create buttons 

that automatically set the drawing color to red, blue, and green. 
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Appendix H  Open coding scheme 

Table 36. Open coding scheme for information during Reading or Mimec navigaiton activities 
Category/code  Description 

Information type  What is the origin of the information? 

Code  Source code lines encompassing one or many Java elements 

Debug info  Information obtained while executing the debugger (e.g. the values of variables at runtime) 

Documentation  Internet search results, online examples, online Java Documentation (javadoc) 

Javadoc  Java Documentation accessed inside the Eclipse IDE 

Relevance type   What purpose does the information serve toward completing the maintenance task? (values adopted from [17]) 

Duplicate  Code is duplicated and modified to complete task. 

Edit  Code is sought to implement a specific code change, but is not involved in a comprehension activity (e.g. when 
participants use Mimec to navigate to a specific line of code they want to change). 

Reference  Information is used as a reference for correct design or implementation of code. 

Supportive  Information contributes to the completion of task, but is not directly used in code implementation (e.g. 
information on the correct RGB values to create yellow). 

Understand  Information describes the behavior of the application or code element. 
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Table 36. Continued. 
Success  Was the information identifiably used to modify the code, guide the developer’s next investigations, or inform 

searches through the code or web? 

Successful  The information was concretely used. 

Maybe  The information may have influenced the participant’s next steps, but not with certainty. 

Unsuccessful  The information was not used in any discernable way, or the information was discarded. 

Information attributes  How is this information related to the code the participant is currently investigating? 

BehaviorControl  The code governs the execution of Java methods related to the task.  In Mimec, this refers to the target element 
controlling the element on which the Spotlight was invoked. 

CodeDefinition  The code is a definition (i.e.  a field, method, or class declaration) of an element used in the source code. 

Description  A Javadoc description of a code element, either online or inside Eclipse 

ElementUsage  The code uses or assigns a field that is being investigated.  Used in Mimec only since invoking the Spotlight 
identifies the particular element being investigated. 

Error  Code warnings or errors presented in the IDE. 

FunctionSimilarity  The code investigated contains similar functionality to the functionality needed to complete the task.  Used in 
Reading only; ElementUsage is a directed form of FunctionSimilarity. 

Keyword  The information investigated in code or documentation contains a keyword taken from a code element.   This 
relationship only applies to code elements when Mimec shows an element that has not previously been 
investigated. 

N/A  Used in Mimec only to denote that the code relations generated by the Spotlight were not used. 

Propagation  Used in Mimec only when the related elements generated by the Spotlight are governed by the current element 
(the opposite of BehaviorControl).   

Shortcut  Used when a code element is clicked on in Mimec specifically to navigate quickly to a recently visited location. 
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How used?  How is the information used by the developer? 

Copied  The information is copied and pasted within the IDE. 

DebugControl  The information is used to guide the execution of the debugger (e.g. stepping or inspecting new variables). 

Edit  The participant makes an edit to the source code based on the information. 

Investigate  The participant browses to another source element based on indicators in the information. 

Not Used  The information is not used in any discernable way. 

Search  The information is used to form search terms for web or IDE searches. 

Test  The information is used to guide the testing of the application (e.g. looking up how to create the color yellow and 
then trying to effect this behavior in Paint) 

Thwarted  The participant attempted to investigate the information further through IDE facilities, but could not figure out 
how to obtain information despite repeated tries. 

Unclear  The participant may have used the information to guide further investigation, but is not clear.  Contrast with “Not 
Use,” where the information is obviously discarded. 
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